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1 
Indians 
They used to listen through the walls. Ruth's brother, sister, and her. They would 
press their ears tightly against the tom white paint and listen hard. Sometimes it was quiet. 
Ruth's sister Naomi said they were sleeping then. But most of the time it was loud, so loud 
that it made Ruth's ears and head tingle. Naomi said the loudest one was the chief. Naomi 
saw him once. He only came out at night. He had bones on his face and blood under his 
fingers and no eyes. He put his hand over Naomi's mouth and breathed into her nostrils. 
Naomi said she understood them after that.' She said they were upset because Ruth's family 
built their house on top of them. But Ruth didn't believe in Indians. 
Ruth moved her ear away from the wall and sat in the middle of Naomi's bed. Ruth 
and Naomi slept in the same room. Their bedroom was on the second floor of their house in 
between their mother and stepfather's room and the bathroom. Ruth and Naomi's room was 
a small square with two twin size beds, a fake wooden dresser, plastic shelves their mom 
bought at K-Mart, and a closet with sliding doors. Naomi's bed was pushed up against the 
wall they shared with their mother and stepfather. 
"Shhhhh, just listen," Naomi whispered. She stood on her bed with her head against 
the wall. "They're just talking again." 
Naomi was nine, four years older than Ruth, and she believed in Indians. 
"I hear Mom," Ruth said, curling her knees into her stomach. 
"No, listen harder. It's the princess." Naomi sat down next to Ruth on the bed. 
"Is she crying?" 
"Maybe," Naomi said. 
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Ruth traced the big pink polka dots on her nightshirt with her finger, trying to block 
the noise out. Ruth loved the color pink because Mom said pink was a happy color. Ruth's 
mom always dressed Ruth in pink clothes. Pink church dresses and pink corduroy pants and 
even pink sneakers with red Velcro straps. Mom tried to dress Naomi in pink clothes. But 
Naomi wouldn't wear them. Naomi hated pink. She only wore what Mom called boys' 
colors, like green and blue. She dressed and played like the boys too. Naomi always wore 
baggy jeans with rips in the knees and big tee-shirts. She climbed trees and played king of 
the mountain and liked baseball. Naomi slept in a large Red Sox tee-shirt instead of a 
nightshirt with polka dots and ruffles like Ruth. 
When the walls started screaming, Ruth pulled Naomi's comforter and sheets down 
and crawled into her bed. She covered her face with her hands. Naomi climbed into bed 
next to Ruth. She pressed her body into Ruth's. Naomi's feet were cold. They stuck against 
Ruth's ankles, making Ruth's legs numb. Ruth didn't want to listen anymore, but the noise 
was loud. It echoed through the walls. Ruth bunched the sheets in her hands, pushing them 
under her chin. But the noise kept getting louder. The voices thudded against the walls, 
banging into each other. So Ruth closed her eyes tight, squeezing, until water droplets 
tumbled down her cheeks and over her chin. They sank into the sheets, dampening Ruth's 
neck with their salty warmth. Naomi scratched the top of Ruth's head, humming softly into 
her hair. The walls groaned. Ruth could hear them breathing. It was deep and long and 
heavy. And then nothing. 
"See, look, they stopped," Naomi said, wrapping her arms around Ruth's belly. 
"Did they hurt her bad?" Ruth asked. 
"Who?" 
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"The princess." 
"No, silly," Naomi said. She smiled with closed lips and wet eyes. "She's the 
princess. They can't ever really hurt her." 
In the morning, after breakfast, Ruth and her brother Peter followed Naomi through the paths 
behind their house. Naomi held Ruth's hand, helping Ruth down small hills of loose earth 
and damp leaves. Peter walked next to Ruth at first and then in front of Ruth and Naomi. 
Peter was seven but he was taller than all the other seven-year-olds in their neighborhood. 
He was even taller than Naomi. Ruth's mother said Peter grew fast. That was why his 
clothes were always small on him. He grew out of them too quickly. The other kids in the 
neighborhood called Peter a dork because some of his pants were so short they stopped above 
his socks. And Peter was good at school, especially math. Peter loved math. He told Ruth 
math problems were like games. Ruth wanted to be smart like Peter. But she was only in 
Kindergarten and they didn't do math yet. Ruth was learning how to write the alphabet and 
count to ten and draw pictures of her family and trees and all sorts of animals. Ruth liked to 
draw the trees the best because they reminded her of the trees in her backyard. She looked 
up at the trees now as she walked through the paths with Naomi and Peter. Most of the trees 
were big with brown branches and green leaves. But some had white branches and some had 
pine needles instead of leaves. 
Behind Ruth's house the woods were thick, and then thin, opening onto a small pond. 
Next to the pond was a rock. Their rock. Big and round with an almost flat top that slanted 
down towards the water. Naomi said it was safe here. She said the rock was sacred. 
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"Why?" Ruth asked. Ruth was gathering branches with Naomi, while Peter looked 
for feathers. 
"Spirits live inside." 
"Indian spirits?" 
"Yes," Naomi said. She dropped a handful of branches into their pile by the rock. 
"How do you know?" 
"I can hear them." 
Ruth sat next to Naomi on the brown earthen floor with her back against the rock. 
There were not many trees where they sat. At least not any big trees. Instead there was an 
open space. A large patch of hard dirt that led up to the pond and reminded Ruth of the 
campgrounds their mom sometimes brought them to in the summer. Ruth could see across 
the pond. There was gray sand on the other side and then grass and houses. Almost all of the 
houses on that side looked the same. The houses were big and white with black shutters and 
black doors. Some had white fences and some had big back porches and some had both. In 
the middle of the white houses, there was one blue house. The blue house was Ruth's 
favorite because it was different from the others. Ruth thought the blue house looked like the 
sky. She wanted a house like that when she was bigger. 
"Why can't I hear the spirits?" Ruth asked, still staring at the blue house. 
"You can, if you listen," Naomi said. 
Ruth and Naomi searched through their pile for workable branches. Not too thick. 
Not too dry. The branches had to be fresh and thin enough to bend without breaking. Naomi 
chose a long skinny one. She tested it in her hands, bending until the ends touched. Then 
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she tied the ends together with the kite string she had stolen from the junk drawer in the 
kitchen before they left the house this morning. 
They were making headdresses, branch bands decorated with feathers and flowers, 
because Naomi said headdresses would protect them from the bad spirits. She told Ruth the 
princess carne to her last night while Ruth was sleeping. Naomi said the princess was a 
beautiful girl with long brown hair and black eyes that were always crying. She had so many 
branches and feathers in her hair. Naomi said it looked like they were growing out of her 
head, as if they were part of her body. The princess leaned over Naomi, her long bony 
fingers pressed against Naomi's forehead, and whispered in Naomi's ear. 
"There is power in nature," Naomi said, repeating the princess. "In wood and feather 
and water and rock. In everything wild and free." 
"Is that why the Indians in the walls are angry?" Peter asked, sitting down next to 
Ruth. He was holding five feathers, all different colors and sizes. 
Naomi didn't answer. She handed Ruth and Peter each a circular branch, both triple 
wrapped and knotted with the white string. 
As Naomi searched through the pile again, Ruth and Peter started the decorating. 
Ruth chose the short, fat feather. It was blue and black with little bits of gray. The blue 
reminded Ruth of her mother's eyes because it looked bright blue when flat against Ruth's 
palm and almost green when held upright by the bone stern. Peter helped Ruth tie her feather 
to one of the tiny branches that split off the main circle. 
They made four headdresses in total, one for their morn. Ruth thought their morn 
needed her headdress the most because Ruth sometimes heard their mother in the walls with 
the Indians, and their mother was always crying like the princess. While Naomi finished her 
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band, Ruth picked lilies and lady slippers with Peter. Mom's favorites. They attached the 
flowers to Mom's branch, making a crown of purple and white and very light pink with two 
brownish-black feathers. 
When they were finished, they sat in a row facing the water with their headdresses on. 
Ruth sat in the middle. She stared at the pond. The water near her feet was yellow and 
brown with clumps of black dirt. But the water in the middle looked clear and blue. Ruth 
thought the pond was shaped funny. The pond wasn't round or oval or square like her 
neighbor's swimming pool. The pond was two circles, a big circle and a little circle, 
overlapping in the middle, like a gigantic figure eight. Ruth wiggled her body sideways, 
laying her head on Naomi's lap and her feet over Peter's legs. She looked at Peter in his 
headdress. Ruth thought Peter looked pretty with the brown branches and red and black 
feathers on top of his whitish-blond hair, almost like a girl. Peter looked the most like their 
mother. He had her hair and her round face with the big bluish-green eyes and small pointy 
nose. Ruth wished she looked like their mother too. Ruth looked more like Naomi, except 
Naomi had thick brown curls and Ruth had thin straight brown hair. But Ruth and Naomi 
had the same brown eyes, and the same nose with the bump in the middle, and even the same 
long oval face. 
Ruth closed her eyes and listened for the spirits in the rock. At first she heard nothing 
but wind moving over water and through trees. She liked the crackling noises the leaves 
made when the wind blew hard. Then all of a sudden the wind became whispers. Hundreds 
of spirits, telling secrets in low voices that Ruth could hear when she opened her ears and 
concentrated. 
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"They're talking," Ruth smiled. She wondered why the Indians here were so 
different from the ones in her walls. 
That night the walls were loud again. Ruth could hear the chief. He was angry. He yelled 
mean words at the princess. The princess was real quiet for awhile. Then Ruth heard the 
crying. The princess' cries were soft and smothered. They traveled through the walls like 
the whispers at the pond. But these sounds were sad and weak, not calm and happy. When 
the chief started banging inside the wood, Ruth moved her ear away, jumped off Naomi's 
bed, and ran to her own bed on the other side of the room. She sat on top of her purple 
comforter, both ears covered with the palms of her hands. She could still hear the bangs. 
The princess begging the chief to "stop, please stop." 
"He's hurting her," Ruth said over and over again, rocking back and forth slowly. 
"No, shhhhh." Naomi crawled on Ruth's bed and wrapped her arms tightly around 
Ruth's body. "They're playing." 
"Like a ritual," Peter said. He took the headdresses out from under Ruth and Naomi's 
dresser, put his on, and handed Naomi the other two. 
"With drums and chanting." Naomi placed Ruth's band on top of Ruth's head. 
"That's all." 
"What about Mom?" 
"She's safe," Naomi said. "She's got a headdress too." 
Ruth remembered their mother's smile when they presented the lily and lady slipper 
headdress. Her smile was so big that her eyes squinted into small wet lines. She hugged 
Ruth tight like Naomi. Ruth loved Mom's hugs because they smelled like strawberries and 
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soap. She imagined their mother wearing the headdress. The flowers looked beautiful 
against Mom's very blond hair. Purple and pink petals fell against Mom's forehead, making 
her eyes the bright blue that Ruth loved so much. 
"Wanna play?" Naomi asked. 
Ruth nodded. 
They sat in a circle on Ruth's bed, holding hands. Naomi hummed with her eyes 
closed. Peter quietly chanted made up words, like buga and boobang. His eyes were closed 
too. Ruth was scared to close hers. The walls were louder when she shut her eyes. Ruth 
watched Naomi instead. Naomi was so still she seemed fake, doll like, except for her chest 
moving in and out every time she took a big breath between humming. Ruth thought 
Naomi's thick curls looked like long brown snakes sleeping beneath branches and white 
flowers. And her lips were like two pink worms against her olive skin, the same skin as 
Ruth, which was much darker than Mom and Peter's. Ruth thought Naomi must look a lot 
like the princess. She wondered if that was why the chief sometimes visited Naomi at night 
and not Ruth or Peter. 
Ruth heard a big bang from inside the walls, the loudest one yet. The wood cracked. 
Ruth believed the walls had split open somewhere on the other side, where she couldn't see. 
She imagined the Indians climbing out with spears and arrows. Clutching their sharp, pointy 
stone blades, they were ready for battle. The chief came out first, followed by many 
warriors. Thousands of thick, strong men with bone faces and holes for eyes. When they 
were all out, they closed the walls up again before the princess could escape. Ruth listened 
to her call from inside. She was pleading to be released. Naomi stopped humming. She 
jumped off the bed and turned the light off. 
down. 
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"Get under the covers," Naomi said. She had already started pulling the blankets 
"He's killing her." Peter ran from the room, slamming the door behind him. 
"The Indians are out," Ruth said. "Aren't they?" 
"No, don't worry. They're still inside." 
Ruth and Naomi held each other under the blankets. There were three thumps, a 
scream, and then everything stopped. The silence terrified Ruth. It shivered through her 
skin. Naomi felt it too. Ruth could see it in her lips. Naomi's lips crashed into each other so 
loudly that she had to bite down on the bottom one until it bled a little. Ruth wanted to tum 
the light on but she couldn't move. Her body was tucked into Naomi's, frozen, like the 
slaughtered Indians huddling in the walls. Ruth and Naomi waited in the darkness for a long 
time. Then the door opened. Ruth's mother was standing in the shadows. She was holding 
Peter's arm. Ruth couldn't see Peter's face but she could hear his feet shuffling and his 
fingers popping. 
"Get up," Mom said. "Quickly. He'll be back soon." 
"Where we going?" Naomi asked, rolling the sheets down. 
"Away," Mom said. She threw their stuff into a big black duffel bag. 
It was dark outside, dark and still. Ruth could hear the crickets chanting in the swamps and 
dead fields. They crouched in the old red station wagon with dented sides and taped 
windows. Mom turned the music on. "Get those animals out of the darky, darky, children of 
the Lord," sang out of the speakers, breaking into static and muffled words. Mom took the 
tape out and stared at the road. Her eye was swollen and her arms were bleeding in purple 
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splotches. She looked funny like a bad Halloween costume. Ruth watched the yellow line 
curve over the road, until her head fell into her chest and her eyes closed. 
Ruth dreamt about the Indians. They were inside the house, tearing down the walls. 
The warriors, led by the chief, smashed wood with axes. The princess was still trapped. She 
pounded against the inside of the walls with her tiny fists, trying to break through. When the 
warriors set the house on fire with their torches, the princess screamed but no one could hear 
her. The fire spread through the walls, until it reached the princess. The hot orange flames 
moved up her feet, then legs, then chest, to get to her feather and branch hair. She was 
crying but there weren't enough tears to put the fire out. The feathers and branches burned 
quickly, leaving nothing but ash and bone. The princess smiled with burnt black lips, 
reminding Ruth that her spirit was still alive. 
Ruth woke up in a big wooden room with lots of little metal beds. It was cold and 
damp. Naomi was sitting by the window, watching Ruth. Ruth wrapped the sheer white 
sheet over her shoulders and sat next to Naomi on the ledge. Ruth could hear the people 
outside whispering and screaming. She looked through the bars that crossed over the 
window. There was a fence and a rusty swing set and two sand boxes and nine children and 
seven women with swollen eyes and purple splotches. Ruth watched the brown girl in the 
purple corduroys pour sand through her fingers like a human hour glass. Then Ruth looked 
at her sister, at the walls, at the dead bugs, moths and beetles, piled in the comers and along 
the edges of the floor, hoping that it would all go away. 
"Mom and Peter went to the hospital," Naomi said, running her index finger over the 
chipped yellow paint around the window. 
"Where are we?" Ruth asked. 
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"I don't know," Naomi said. But Ruth knew she did. 
"Are they O.K.?" 
"Never better, baby girl." 
"I'm hungry, Naomi," Ruth said, chewing on her necklace chain. 
"You have to wait for Mom," Naomi said, reaching in her pocket for the' grape 
Bonkers she had saved from yesterday. 
Naomi gave Ruth the rest of her candy and got up, holding Ruth's hand between her 
fingers. She led Ruth to the wall. They pressed their ears tightly against it and listened. But 
the Indians were different here. They cried more, cried and slept. Ruth saw her mother and 
brother coming into the room. Peter had a big white cast on his arm. He ran over to Ruth 
and Naomi and put his ear against the wall. They listened long and hard. Ruth listened for 
the chief, waiting for him to cover her nose with his mouth. She wanted him to breathe his 
soul into her too. But he didn't come. Only the princess. Lots of princesses. They listened 
to them whispering in the wood, trying to get out. 
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Two Hundred and Ten 
Ruth grew up on the horse shoe. The street called Paul Revere. So did Brian. Ruth 
and Brian lived on the same side of the shoe. Their neighborhood was a change purse full of 
nickels, dimes, and quarters. 
Ruth lived forty steps from the bus stop in a small red house made from bricks and 
rotting wood. It had one tree in the front yard next to the driveway. The driveway was short 
and straight with many cracks and holes. Inside there were three bedrooms, all upstairs. 
Ruth's mother and stepfather shared the biggest room. Ruth shared the second biggest with 
her sister Naomi, until Naomi left. Mom told Ruth God's sickness took Naomi. When Ruth 
was six, Mom carried Naomi out of the house in a white blanket. She never told Ruth where 
she took Naomi. But Naomi never came back. Now Ruth slept alone like her brother Peter. 
The bathroom was upstairs too, across from Peter's room. The kitchen, living room, and 
laundry room, a cement square with a washer and dryer, were downstairs. The woods were 
Ruth's backyard. 
Brian's family lived across the street from Ruth, three houses down, in what Ruth 
called a mini-Colonial and what Ruth's neighbor Mrs. Burnett insisted was a trailer, even 
though it didn't have wheels. It was white and brown with gray spots where the paint had 
fallen off. There was no yard, front or back, just a strip of grass that circled the house and 
three cement steps on the side. Inside there were five rooms in total. Two bedrooms, one for 
Brian's parents and the other for Brian and his two brothers, a bathroom, a kitchen, and a 
living room. Brian was a penny like Ruth. They were the only pennies in the neighborhood. 
Ruth and Peter sat next to each other on the red and blue plaid couch in their living 
room, watching a Super Book rerun and eating the oatmeal their mother made for breakfast. 
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Through the opening between the living room and kitchen, Ruth could see their mother 
washing dishes. As their mother leaned over the kitchen sink in her purple bathrobe, 
scrubbing and rinsing with big yellow plastic gloves, Peter set his empty bowl down on the 
coffee table and climbed over the couch to Morn's shelves of knickknacks and candles 
behind them. 
"What are you doing?" Ruth asked, turning to watch Peter open the drawer with 
Morn's long dinner candles and match packs. 
"Be quiet," Peter whispered. "I'll tell you later." He looked into the kitchen, before 
shoving a pack of matches into his pants pocket. Then he climbed back over the couch and 
sat next to Ruth again. Peter stared at the television, watching as the Super Book's cartoon 
version of David searched for the right rocks to use in battle with Goliath. Ruth and Peter 
had already seen this episode three weeks ago. But this was one of Ruth's favorites. She 
liked the story of David and Goliath much more than Moses or Joseph because David was 
small like Ruth. He counted too. Ruth counted the stones with David. David put three small 
round stones into his pocket before marching onto the battlefield. Ruth leaned forward, 
waiting for the part where David fired the rock from his slingshot and hit Goliath in the 
center of his forehead, knocking Goliath out cold. When Ruth's mother carne into the living 
room with the brown paper lunch bags, Peter leaned forward too. Ruth knew Peter was only 
pretending to be interested in David and Goliath's battle. A couple of weeks ago, Peter told 
Ruth that Super Book was stupid. He would much rather watch Thunder Cats or GJ. Joe, 
like his friends at school, than a cartoon about Bible stories. He only pretended to like Super 
Book because it made their mother happy. 
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While Ruth put her winter coat on, Peter hugged Mom goodbye. Watching Peter with 
Mom, Ruth remembered the matches. She wondered why Peter took the matches. Ruth 
knew Peter would be in big trouble if their mother found out. The shelves were offlimits, 
especially Mom's candle drawer. Ruth hugged Mom after Peter. Ruth loved morning hugs 
because her mother wasn't all done up yet. Her soft robe felt nice against Ruth's cheek. 
Mom smelled good too, like mint toothpaste and salt, instead of the flower body spray that 
made Ruth sneeze. And her mother's face was clean. Her hair tied back in a loose, messy 
ponytail. Ruth thought her mother looked like a clown with her make-up on. She hated 
Mom's bright blue eye shadow and the big pink circles Mom painted on her cheeks. She 
didn't like the way her mother styled her hair either. Ruth thought all the fluffy blond curls 
made Mom's head look like a gigantic piece of popcorn. 
"We're gonna be late," Peter said. He was standing by the front door, waiting for 
Ruth. 
Ruth kissed Mom on the cheek and followed Peter outside. Ruth was eight and Peter 
ten. They walked the forty steps to the bus stop together. With her head down and her eyes 
on her feet, Ruth counted the steps. Sometimes they equaled thirty-six or thirty-eight but 
usually forty. It was ten steps from Ruth's front door to the end of the driveway, ten more 
steps to the blood stain on the street in front of the Burnetts' house where Peter and his 
friends smashed mice with the big rocks that lined the Burnetts' walkway, twelve steps to the 
fence Cathy Cohn pushed Ruth offofin kindergarten, and eight steps to the beginning of the 
dead end that was their bus stop. 
Brian sometimes walked with Ruth and Peter, ifhe left his house on time. Unlike the 
other kids in the neighborhood, Brian talked to Ruth normal, instead of telling Ruth she 
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looked like a boy because she wore Peter's hand-me-downs or calling Ruth fat because she 
didn't fit into Naomi's. Ruth didn't count when he walked with them. She watched him 
instead. He was ten like Peter. But they were opposites. Peter was tall and skinny, so 
skinny that Ruth could see his bones when he took his shirt off. He had white-blond hair that 
looked whiter in the summer and greenish-blue eyes like Mom. Brian was skinny too, just 
not as skinny as Peter. But Brian was short, one head taller than Ruth, with brown skin and 
black hair and dark brown eyes. Brian's family was the only brown family in the 
neighborhood. All the other families on the shoe were white like Ruth's family. Ruth's 
mom told Ruth that Brian's family was black and that made them different. But Ruth didn't 
see Brian as different. At least no more different than Ruth. Neither of them had nice 
clothes or a swimming pool or a playroom, like the Bumetts and the Cohn sisters. 
Ruth was on number fifteen when Brian ran up behind her and Peter. They stopped 
and Brian held onto Peter's shoulder for balance as he choked on the cold October air. Ruth 
thought the big puffy scar on Brian's cheek, chin, and neck looked even bigger when he 
breathed quickly. Brian got the scar when he was six from a mattress spring. He told Ruth 
he was wrestling with his big brother on the bed. A spring popped out of the top of the 
mattress and cut his face. The doctors at the emergency room butterfly stitched the cut, 
instead of using real stitches. That was why the scar was still so big, pink, and puffy. 
"Did you get 'em?" Peter asked. 
"Yeah," Brian nodded. "Where you want to goT' 
"Get what?" Ruth asked. 
"Nothing, just go to the bus stop. We'll meet up with you later," Peter said. 
"I'm going with you," Ruth said, "or I'm telling Mom." 
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Mr. Jones drove by them and waved. He was a nickel. Mr. Jones and his wife lived 
between Brian's family and the Cohns in a white and green house with no porch or balcony. 
The Jones had a gravel driveway, gray rocks not white, and seven televisions, one for each 
room except the dining room and two bathrooms. They had a garage too. They didn't use it 
for cars. When they were home, Mr. Jones' gold Audi and Mrs. Jones' light blue Volvo were 
parked side by side in front of the garage, where the driveway widens into a sideways 
rectangle. Ruth waved back, even though Mr. Jones couldn't see her anymore. She thought 
Mr. Jones was handsome in his gold car. He reminded her of a movie star. The gold made 
his blond hair and usually pale skin glow the way fake jewelry glows. 
After Mr. Jones' car turned off the shoe, Ruth followed Peter and Brian through the 
Burnetts' front yard. They stayed near the bushes on the edge, running hunched over. Ruth 
counted the bushes as she ran. She had already counted them many times before. Sixteen 
evenly spaced bushes trimmed into bloated squares. When they reached the big white shed 
in the Burnetts' backyard, Brian dove behind it. Peter and Ruth copied. They were all 
panting now. 
The Burnetts were quarters, and lived next door to Ruth's family in what Mrs. Burnett 
called a Colonial. It was big and white and had a long porch with a swinging bench that they 
sat on in the spring and summer, sipping ice-tea. They had a semicircle driveway, shaped 
just like Paul Revere. But it wasn't paved. It was leveled dirt topped with thousands of 
small shiny white rocks, so many even Ruth couldn't count them. She asked Mrs. Burnett 
once. Mrs. Burnett didn't know how many rocks there were either. The Burnetts had the 
biggest yard in the neighborhood with an underground pool in the back, not far from the 
shed. Inside there were five bedrooms, four upstairs and one down. The downstairs one was 
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for guests. It was attached to the half-bath, which only had a toilet and a sink. But there 
were two full bathrooms in the house. Plus a living room, a dayroom, a kitchen, an office, 
and a den, which was really a playroom. 
"What we doing behind the shed?" Ruth asked, when her breath came back. 
"Shhhh," Brian said, holding his finger across his lips. "I think I hear somebody." 
Ruth heard something too. Ruth and Brian peeked around the shed. They could still 
see the street from where they were hiding. The Cohn sisters were kicking stones as they 
walked to the bus stop. The sisters were in front of Ruth's house, moving in their direction. 
Ruth knew if the Cohn sisters saw them, they would tell Mrs. Cohn and Mrs. Cohn would tell 
Ruth's mom. Peter slapped Brian on the back and then ran into the woods. His white hair 
and bright red winter coat stood out against the natural yellows and reds of the forest. Ruth 
wondered if the Cohn sisters noticed him standing in the trees too. Then she realized that 
they hadn't even looked up once yet. They were too busy chasing after stones. 
The Cohns lived across the street from Ruth in a sky-blue house one size smaller than 
the Burnetts. They didn't have a porch but they had a balcony. It faced the backyard and 
was cluttered with plastic furniture, a big metal grill, and Mr. Cohn's gardening magazines. 
Mr. Cohn only planted vegetables. Tomatoes, cucumbers, carrots, squash, and eggplant. 
Their driveway curved along the side of the house to the garage. It was paved, like Ruth's 
driveway, but with very smooth black tar. Ruth had only been inside their house twice. Both 
times downstairs. She liked their downstairs bathroom, except for the window. She thought 
the window was too big, low, and open. Ruth believed people could see inside. But the blue 
and white linoleum floor, fluffy blue bathmat, and flower scented liquid soaps and hand 
creams were nice. They were dimes. 
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After the Cohns, there were the Berkshires, the Greens, the Baldridges, the Knights, 
the Roses, and the Clarks. They were mostly all quarters or dimes with a few nickels mixed 
Ill. 
Brian and Ruth waited for the Cohn sisters to pass in front of the Burnetts' house, 
counted to three, and then followed Peter into the forest. The woods were behind all the 
houses on the shoe. They were thick with trees and rocks and dark brown earth, as dark as 
Brian's smooth brown skin. Ruth, Peter, and Brian played in them after school and on 
weekends. There were paths that led to the big sledding hills, the pond in the middle, the 
muddy stream, and the fields on the outside. 
Peter led them down the small curvy paths to the pond. It was a hundred and seventy-
six, sometimes seventy-nine, steps from Ruth's backyard to the pond. So it was probably 
about a hundred and eighty steps from the Burnetts' backyard. But Ruth couldn't count. 
Peter and Brian were moving too quickly. The paths were narrow and hilly in places. There 
were steep inclines that Ruth climbed up, using both her feet and hands. And sudden drops 
that Ruth crab-walked down. She fell three times, trying to stay close to Peter and Brian. 
The ground was already starting to freeze. It was cold and hard and covered with leaves that 
were dry on top and damp underneath. When Ruth tripped on the tree roots, landing straight 
on her face and palms, Brian stopped. He came back and lifted Ruth up, wiping the dirt off 
her light pink winter coat. Peter stopped too. He looked at Ruth and laughed. Her palms 
were scraped and her coat and jeans stained with dirt. She wanted to cry but she held it in. 
"You all right?" Brian asked. Peter was already moving again. Ruth could see his 
white hair bobbing up and down as he ran. 
"Yeah, I'm fine," Ruth said. 
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Brian walked with her. They walked slow and silent. Ruth looked at the sky and 
trees and multi-colored forest floor. She loved the woods in Fall. Everything was so bright. 
The very blue sky, still and cloudless. The trees - oaks, birches, elms - with leaves like fire. 
The ground hidden under orange pine needles, red leaves, light brown acorns. Ruth liked 
how all the colors blurred together in the distance but were separate up close. She picked up 
a fallen birch branch and peeled the flaky white skin off with her fingernails as they walked. 
When Ruth and Brian reached the place where the trees thinned and the dead leaves 
cluttered in bunches around the small pond, they saw Peter waiting by the big rock. Ruth 
threw the branch down and rubbed her hands together to free the tiny pieces of bark stuck to 
her fingertips and palms. 
"So, where are they?" Peter asked. 
"In my bag," Brian said. "You got something to light 'em with?" 
Peter nodded. 
They climbed on the rock, Peter and Brian first. When they were on top, they leaned 
down and grabbed Ruth's arms, pulling her up. They sat in a circle, shivering from the 
morning cold. Peter took the pack of matches out of his pocket and held them up. Ruth 
didn't know why he took them until now. Brian had five Newports stashed in an empty tape 
case in the small pocket at the front of his book bag. He took three cigarettes out of the case 
and handed one to Peter and one to Ruth. He put the last one in his mouth before putting the 
case back in his bag. Ruth put her cigarette in her mouth too, copying Brian. 
"She ain't smoking," Peter said. 
"Why not?" Ruth asked. "You are." 
"You're too little." 
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"Fine, I'm going home to tell Mom you're cutting school to smoke cigarettes." 
"You're so stupid." 
Brian didn't say anything. He just waited until Ruth and Peter were finished like he 
always did. Ruth could tell from the way Brian curled his lips slightly up that he knew, like 
she knew, that Peter would give in. Peter was scared of their mom and even more scared of 
their stepfather. Ruth would never really tell on him but he didn't know that. She was as 
scared of telling as Peter was of their mom and stepfather finding out. Last time Ruth told on 
Peter, their stepfather hit both Peter and their mom. Ruth was lucky. She was already sent to 
her room before the fighting broke out. 
There were only eleven matches left in the match pack. Peter lit one but it went out. 
He lit a second match and pressed it against the end of Brian's cigarette. The light from the 
match made Brian's scar stand out more. It looked yellow and wrinkly against his brown 
skin. Peter held the match there until the end of the cigarette turned bright orange and Brian 
started coughing. Another three matches and Peter did the same to his cigarette and then 
Ruth's. It took Peter five matches in total. Ruth sucked on the end of the cigarette. The 
smoke filled her mouth and lungs, making her cough repeatedly. The inside of her mouth 
tingled and her throat scratched. Her head and stomach felt funny too. Ruth held the 
cigarette away from her face and breathed in and out. But the air was thick with smoke that 
smelled like her stepfather. 
"Are you O.K.?" Brian asked. He rubbed his hand over Ruth's back in small circles. 
"Yeah," Ruth said, holding the cigarette to her mouth again. But she was dizzy and 
sure that her cheeks were turning blue like when she held her breath for more than ninety 
seconds. 
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"I told you not to smoke," Peter said. 
Ruth leaned over the rock and threw up the oatmeal she had eaten for breakfast. 
"Nasty," Peter said. "Now it smells like puke up here." 
"Leave her alone," Brian said, still rubbing Ruth's back. 
Peter jumped off the rock. He flung a match into a pile of dead leaves, watching the 
fire spin through the air and go out before hitting the ground. Ruth wiped her mouth on her 
coat sleeve and watched Peter throw two more. Then she looked at the pond. It was shaped 
like an eight with a big bottom and little top. She remembered the first time she noticed the 
pond was a number. She was five. Naomi was still here then. Ruth missed sitting by the 
rock with Naomi. She wanted to lay her head in Naomi's lap and listen to Naomi tell stories 
about the Water-monster, who helped deserted children cross the pond. Ruth remembered 
when Naomi was sick. Naomi was sick for a long time. She would sweat so much their 
mother would have to give her ice baths. Mom wouldn't let Ruth sleep in the same room as 
Naomi. Ruth had to sleep in a sleeping bag on the floor in Peter's room. Their mom said 
God gave Naomi the sickness because Naomi sinned and wouldn't stop sinning. Mom didn't 
want Naomi's sin to get Ruth and Peter so she kept them away from Naomi. 
Ruth stared at the water. She noticed the pond was starting to freeze like the ground. 
There was a layer of ice over the top, which made the pond look like a gigantic mirror. Brian 
was watching the pond too. Ruth could see their reflections in the icy water. Two big heads 
surrounded by smoke and trees. 
"Where did you get these?" Ruth asked Brian, inhaling, coughing, turning more blue. 
"I stole 'em from my mom's pack," he said. 
"Do you think she'll ... " 
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Before Ruth could finish, Brian's hand smashed into Ruth's stomach, hurling her 
backwards, off the rock, and into the dark earth. It was a long fall. The rock was two times 
as tall as Ruth. Her butt hit the ground first, then her back and head. She started crying the 
way her mother did when her stepfather squeezed her arms or pounded on her face. Ruth's 
bottom stung, like when she slept on top of her arm all night and woke up with pins and 
needles, only this sting hurt more. And her head was filled with a sharp, loud pain that 
seemed to vibrate through her entire body, working its way down her neck, and into her 
shoulders and back. 
"Why'd you do that for?" Ruth asked, not knowing what she had done. She held her 
hand over the back of her neck, rubbing her fingers into her skin to loosen the pain. 
"You're on fire," Brian said. 
Ruth smelled smoke too. It was different from the cigarette smell. Stronger. She sat 
up and looked at her coat, pulling it up to check her shirt and stomach. But it wasn't her. 
She had no fire or bum marks anywhere. Then Ruth saw Peter holding the match pack. 
"What're we ... what.. .we," Peter choked, watching the dry leaves bum. 
"Juice boxes," Brian said. 
Ruth and Peter didn't move. The bluish-orange flames seemed to float and fly like 
wind. Ruth listened as the leaves made weird crackling sounds. She tried to stand but her 
legs and feet refused. She was frozen, not from pain but fear. Ruth imagined the woods 
going up and burning down, like the forest fires she had seen on television. After the trees, 
the houses would catch. She remembered watching a special on a forest fire outside of 
Seattle that took the fireman three days to put out. The fire killed the forest, plus many 
neighborhoods. Ruth replayed the images in her head. Open fields of black ash where trees 
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once stood. A house with only half a wall and a few cement bricks left. Police and fireman 
digging through wood and furniture and shattered concrete for people. Brian hopped offthe 
rock and grabbed his lunch bag. He dug through it, pulling out a box of cherry Juicy Juice. 
"Quickly," Brian said. "Before it spreads." 
The fire wasn't big but it was moving through the leaves. Peter took three backwards 
steps, hitting his back against the rock. He leaned down and unzipped his book bag. The 
leaves twisted under the fire, crumpling into black dust like the newspaper balls Mom used to 
light fires when they went camping. Brian pushed the straw into the top of his juice box, and 
started squeezing juice onto the leaves. The light and heat made Brian's scar appear alive, as 
though the scar was detached from his face. Ruth thought she saw it wiggling over his face 
like a fat yellow worm. As the juice hit the leaves, the fire squealed and cracked but it didn't 
go out. There was just more smoke. 
"Get me another box," Brain said. "I'm out." 
Ruth jumped up and ran to the rock. Her book bag was next to it. She grabbed her 
book bag, then her lunch bag, then her juice box. She fumbled with the straw. Her hands 
were shaking. By the time Ruth poked the straw in the top, Peter's box was already empty 
and the fire was spreading into the woods, eating the pine needles that covered the ground. 
Ruth squirted juice on it, stomping like Peter and Brian. She tried to think of the fire tips she 
had learned at school and home. She had seen many Smokey Bear videos and Mom had 
Ranger Rick delivered to their house once a month. But all Ruth could remember was 
Smokey's exit routes. Stop, drop, and roll. Rick telling a group of kids, eating lunch on 
picnic tables in the woods, not to litter. None of which seemed helpful now. 
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"Mine's empty," Ruth screamed. The smell of burnt leaves, smoke, fruit punch, and 
cherry juice made Ruth feel sick and light headed again. 
"Jump on it," Brian said. 
They battled the flames with their feet, until the smoke swam in their clothes and the 
heat made their faces wet and red. But the fire wouldn't go out. Ruth believed the woods 
would be gone soon and it was their fault. The fire raced through the pine needles. She felt 
helpless, as she imagined the Seattle fireman did when they couldn't stop their forest from 
burning, even with fancy suits and long white hoses and gallons and gallons of water. 
"The trees are gonna catch," Brian said. "We have to get help." 
"No, we'll get in trouble," Peter said. 
"So, we're gonna get in trouble anyway." 
"Not if we put it out." 
"With what?" Ruth said. 
Peter ran to the edge of the pond, crouched, and stuck his hands through the thin layer 
of ice. He made a bqwl to scoop water by cupping his hands together. But the bowl leaked 
and didn't hold enough water. So Peter hit the pond with his fists to break the ice up more. 
With his arms, he splashed water out of the pond a~d onto the fire. 
"Help me," Peter said. He was breathing heavy. 
Ruth watched Peter spray pond water onto the burning leaves with his hands and 
arms. The water did less than their juice boxes. Peter could only reach the leaves closest to 
the pond and he couldn't even get enough water on those leaves to put them out. Ruth knew 
Brian was right. They couldn't stop this fire on their own. It had spread too far from the 
pond. Ruth turned to see if the trees behind them had caught yet. They hadn't. Then she 
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heard a loud splash and Peter scream. Ruth turned back around. Peter was gone. The 
pond's waters had swallowed him. They bubbled where he must have fallen in. Four, five, 
six, Ruth counted, trying to stay calm. She saw Peter's hair floating under the water like 
white seaweed. 
"Do something," Ruth screamed. 
Brian jumped in the pond. Eighty-eight, eighty-nine, ninety, ninety-one. Ruth knew 
Peter couldn't hold his breath much longer. She always got dizzy at ninety. Brian's head 
came up first. Ruth saw Peter's red coat floating behind Brain. Brian twisted his body 
around, leaned over the coat, and wrapped one of his arms under Peter's chest. He used his 
other arm to paddle them in. Peter's hair popped out of the top of the water but his face was 
still under. One minute and twenty seconds. Twenty-one. Two. Three. Brian dragged 
Peter out of the water, and lay him on the earth's hard surface. Ruth ran to Peter's body and 
put her ear against his mouth. He was cold and wet and not breathing. Brian stood behind 
her, dripping. She looked up at him. His scar was bright blue now. It beat like a heart, up 
and down on his face, as he took big, deep breathes. Ruth slid her head down to Peter's chest 
and listened for the bump, bump of his heart. Nothing. She started crying and couldn't stop. 
One minute and thirty-seven seconds, maybe more. Peter was dead. Ruth was sure of it. 
Brian helped Ruth pick Peter up, Brian holding him by the head and Ruth by his feet. 
They carried Peter back into the woods and up the windy paths that led to the Bumetts' 
backyard. It was a short walk, a hundred and eighty some steps, but hard with the weight of 
Peter's body. They kept stopping to put Peter down, when he got too heavy. Every time 
they stopped, Ruth checked to see if he was breathing yet. She put her ear against his mouth 
or chest and there was silence, except for her, gasping and sobbing as she listened. 
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Up steep inclines and down drops, Brian carried Peter alone, holding Peter the way 
mothers cradle babies. Ruth ran ahead, crawling up hills on all fours and sliding down hills 
on her bottom. She waited in front, ready to help if Brian needed her. Watching from the 
bottom of a hill, Ruth thought Peter's long stick body looked awkward in Brian's short thick 
arms. He seemed so thin and white against Brian's brown skin, more white than usual. She 
wondered if his paleness was a sign of death. It was taking them so long to get Peter to the 
Burnetts' house. Ruth counted a hundred and ninety-two steps, about three minutes and 
twelve seconds, and they were only 3/4 the way there. 
"He's still not breathing," Ruth said, when they stopped again. 
"He'll be all right," Brian said, "I promise." He tried to sound reassuring but his 
voice was weak and shaky. 
Two hundred and ten steps. They reached the Burnetts' shed. Peter started coughing 
and spitting up water. They placed him in the grass and Brian tilted his head so he wouldn't 
choke. When the water stopped coming up, Brian helped Peter stand. He put his arms under 
Peter's armpits and half carried him into the Burnetts' house, where Ruth's mom was having 
tea, social climbing her stepfather called it, with Mrs. Burnett, Mrs. Jones, and Mrs. Cohn. 
Ruth ran in the house behind Peter and Brian. 
They came in through the backdoor, which led into the kitchen, then the dayroom. 
When they walked into the dayroom, Ruth's mom jumped off the sofa and yanked Peter out 
of Brian's arms. Mrs. Burnett left and went into the half-bath down the hall. In a few 
seconds, she came back with a towel and handed it to Ruth's mom. 
"What the hell happened?" Mom asked. 
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Ruth stood next to the door with her mouth shut. Brian moved closer to Ruth, not 
talking either. 
"It was Brian," Peter said to Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Cohn, holding the white china 
teacups, and Mrs. Burnett, standing next to her cream couch, and Mom, patting him dry with 
Mrs. Burnett's fluffy lavender towel. "Brian started it." 
Brian opened his mouth, looked at Peter, looked at Ruth, and said nothing. 
"Black as sin," Mrs. Cohn snarled. 
Ruth had forgotten about the fire until she heard the sirens outside. Two Fire trucks, 
four police cars, and an ambulance rushed passed the Burnetts' window. 
"Get out of my house," Mrs. Burnett said to Brian. 
"But ... but. .. he didn't do anything," Ruth said, crying again. 
"Stop protecting him." Mom waved her finger at Ruth. "He almost killed your 
brother." 
Brian ran out of the dayroom. Ruth heard the backdoor open and then slam closed. 
"My poor baby," Mom said. She wrapped the towel around Peter's shoulders and sat 
him down on the couch. 
"Those people," Mrs. Jones said. She handed Peter a cup of tea. 
"They're ruining the neighborhood," Mrs. Burnett said, shaking her head. 
"He didn't do anything." Ruth walked over to her mom and pulled on her sleeve. "It 
wasn't him." 
"You be quiet," Mom said and then her hand hit Ruth's face. 
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Ruth ran out of the room, through the kitchen, and into the backyard. New hot tears 
ran down her cheeks, stinging where her mom slapped her. Ruth thought Brian was a penny, 
just like her. But he wasn't. Not to them. 
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Ruth's House 
When Ruth's mother told Ruth that she had eaten her twin sister, Ruth believed. She 
believed with her whole being, just as she believed kidnappers stuck Christmas bulbs up little 
girls'vaginas. Her mother wouldn't lie. Mom was a Christian and Christians didn't break 
the Ten Commandments. 
Ruth stood naked in front of the long mirror on the wall next to her closet, examining 
her belly. She knew it was a big belly. It hung off her body in an awkward bubble that 
jiggled when she moved. She held the bubble in her hands, wondering where her dead sister 
was hiding. She was still inside Ruth. Mom said so. Ruth pushed her fingers deep into the 
fat of her stomach. She moved her fingers in small, determined circles, searching for her 
twin sister. Ruth didn't know exactly what she was feeling for. A hard bump or the soft 
flesh of a baby's body. She assumed her sister was still the size of an infant, since Ruth ate 
her before she was born, when they were both inside Mom. 
"What were you going to call her?" Ruth asked, pronouncing each word carefully. 
Ruth always spoke carefully when she was nervous. 
"Deborah." Mom was sitting on Ruth's purple bed with the too small church dress on 
her lap. 
"Why did I eat Deborah?" Ruth asked. 
Mom didn't answer, didn't even look up. She was crying now. She always cried 
after she told Ruth a family secret. As soon as Ruth started asking questions, her mother's 
tears would come. So many tears that Mom would have to cover her face with her hands and 
stop talking, like last Christmas when she told Ruth about Ruth's father. Ruth was seven 
then. She wanted to know where he was and why he didn't take her Christmas tree shopping 
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like some of the other kids at school's fathers. Mom told Ruth that her father was a bad man. 
When Ruth was a baby, her father tried to sell her to one of his business friends as part of a 
deal because his friend's wife couldn't have her own baby. But Mom wouldn't let him sell 
Ruth so he left, abandoning all of them. When Ruth asked her mother why her father didn't 
want her, her mother started crying and couldn't stop. 
Now watching her mother finger the cotton flowers with long fake pink nails, Ruth 
hated the dress, hated the skinny cousin who handed it down to her. She poked harder, 
ignoring the dull pain that was growing in her lower stomach. Her face was red and sweaty 
with anger and shame and a funny sadness for a twin sister who never existed before her 
cousin's sundress. The dress came in the mail yesterday with other hand-me-downs that 
Ruth knew she could never fit into. Her cousin was tall and thin like Mom's celery sticks 
and Ruth was short and small with a big, round belly. Ruth's mother made her try the dress 
on this morning anyway. When Ruth pulled it over her shoulders, trying to get her arms 
through the sleeve holes, the dress ripped and her mother told her about Deborah. Mom said 
Ruth couldn't fit into the dress because Deborah made Ruth's stomach fat. 
While her mother wiped her face with a tissue, Ruth took the pink dress out of her 
closet. Before putting it on, she pushed her fingers into her belly again. One more hard 
push. But no matter how hard Ruth pushed, she couldn't touch her sister. She felt stupid for 
not understanding. Ruth believed finding Deborah would make everything clear and she 
couldn't even do that. She slipped the pink dress over her head. It fit perfectly like it always 
did. Staring at herself in the mirror, Ruth decided she hated the pink dress for fitting almost 
as much as she hated her cousin's flowered one for being too small. 
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At church, Ruth sat in between Mom and her brother Peter on the hard pew in front, two 
pews away from the minister. As Ruth shifted her weight from one side to the other and 
back again, crossing and uncrossing her legs, she wondered why God's house was so 
uncomfortable. She couldn't understand how Mom and Peter could sit still. Outside of 
church, they couldn't stop moving. Ruth tried to mimic Mom and Peter. She wiggled her 
back straight, folded her hands on her lap, and concentrated her whole body on the minister 
with her eyes. 
"He led me back and forth among them, and I saw a great many bones on the floor of 
the valley, bones that were very dry," the minister read, holding the Bible above the pulpit. 
Ruth stared at the minister, wanting to listen, but all she could think about was 
Deborah. She didn't feel Deborah inside her before, in front of the mirror, because she was 
looking for something whole. Deborah wouldn't be whole anymore. Ruth ate that part. 
Deborah would be a skeleton, dry bones, like the bones in the valley. Ruth's hands moved 
quickly to her belly, where her fingers worked at the bubble again, probing and pushing 
against stiff pink fabric and stomach in an attempt to feel inside. 
"Stop fidgeting," Mom whispered. She dug her plastic nails into Ruth's thigh. 
"You're embarrassing us." 
Ruth let go of her stomach. But she couldn't look up. She knew the minister was 
watching her. God was watching her. Ruth wished she could be good in church like Peter. 
He always sat up straight with his hands folded over the Bible on his lap. He never wiggled 
or fidgeted or looked down instead of straight ahead. But Peter didn't have Deborah in his 
stomach. Peter didn't even know Ruth had Deborah in her stomach yet. Ruth stared at the 
loose threads on the hem of her dress, the dress her mother bought at the thrift store last 
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month, the dress she wore last Sunday and the Sunday before that. Ruth felt ashamed. Not 
of the dress. She was ashamed of her hunger. If she wasn't always so hungry, she wouldn't 
have eaten Deborah. If she didn't eat Deborah, she would be skinny enough to wear her 
cousin's sundress now, instead of the worn out pink one. 
When the congregation stood to sing the closing hymn, Ruth couldn't make her feet 
work. She was stuck in the pew. Mom didn't seem to notice. Neither did Peter. Mom was 
standing straight, holding the hymn book in one hand, and singing in a too high voice like 
she always did. Peter was too, except Peter's voice was low. And Peter mumbled the words 
instead of singing them. Watching Mom and Peter sing, Ruth imagined God. God looked 
down on Ruth with angry eyes, the same eyes He looked down on Cain with after Cain killed 
Abel. God saw inside Ruth's belly and He knew where Deborah's bones were hiding. God 
saw everything. 
On the way out of church, Ruth's mother stopped to talk. She always spent at least an 
hour chatting with the other women, mostly about people they knew and sometimes about 
beauty tips. Mom worked at Clips now, one of the salons in town, and knew everything 
about hair, make-up, and nails. She got the job after Ruth's stepfather took off. He left for 
good four months ago. Mom said he had another woman and he wouldn't be coming back. 
This Sunday the women were talking about hairstyles because the church fashion 
show was in a few weeks and all the women wanted Ruth's mother to style their hair for the 
show. Ruth and Peter stood next to their mother and listened as their mom told Mrs. Wilson 
that her hair would look nice in a French twist and Mrs. Bell that braids and baby's breath 
would be perfect with the white dress suit. 
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"Good morning, Peter" Mrs. Mahem, the minister's wife, said, joining the circle. 
"Are you ready for the retreat next weekend?" 
"Yes, of course," Peter smiled, holding his Bible against his chest. 
Ruth thought Peter acted funny at church. He acted the same way he did in front of 
their mother. So polite and proper. He pretended to be interested in the Bible and that he 
loved the church retreats and that he wanted to be a minister like Mr. Mahem. But with the 
other kids in their neighborhood, Peter was different. He stole cigarettes from Cumberland 
Farms and swore and listened to music Mom said was Satan music, like Guns n' Roses and 
White Snake. He told Ruth that church was boring, the retreats were stupid, and he would 
never be a minister. 
"Hello, Ruth," Mrs. Mahem said. "You always look so lady-like in your pink dress." 
"It's her favorite," Mom said. "She's got so many pretty dresses but she insists on 
wearing this one every Sunday." 
"That's the way they are at that age." Mrs. Bell smiled at Ruth. "Both my girls were 
the same way." 
"But I don't," Ruth started. 
"I think Jane's hair would be best down," Mom said to Mrs. Mahem, interrupting 
Ruth. "With a few curls at the bottom." 
Ruth stared at the floor, wondering why her mother lied to Mrs. Mahem. Ruth had 
never heard her mother lie before. But Mom knew Ruth didn't have any other dresses at 
home and Ruth hated the pink one. Mom wasn't supposed to lie, especially to the minister's 
wife. Lying was a sin and God would surely find out. 
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Ruth sat across from her mother at the small plastic orange table in the McDonald's up the 
street from Christ's Chapel. Ruth's mother always took her to McDonald's after church. It 
was their special tradition. Peter usually went with them but not today. He went home with 
the Mahems to plan the retreat. Mr. Mahem's son John was in charge of the retreat activities 
and he asked Peter to help out. John was sixteen, six years older than Peter. Mom said John 
was Peter's mentor. He instructed Peter in the ways of the Born Again Church so that Peter 
would be ready to serve as a minister when he was older. Ruth was glad Peter didn't go with 
them to McDonald's. If Peter went with them, Mom would have wanted to talk about Mr. 
Mahem's sermon. Ruth couldn't talk about church now. All she could think about was 
Deborah. 
"Eat," Mom said. She bit into her cheeseburger, making "mmmm" sounds as she 
chewed. 
"I'm not hungry." 
"Don't be silly. You're always hungry." 
Ruth poked at the chicken nuggets in the box in front of her, wanting to eat them 
more than anything. But she was determined not to. She had decided to starve herself, to 
fast like Jesus. A few Sundays ago, Mr. Mahem talked about temptation. He said Jesus was 
led into the desert by the Holy Spirit to be tempted by the devil. Even though Jesus was 
hungry, he didn't eat anything for forty days and forty nights. Then the devil came to Jesus 
and told him to tum stones into bread. And Jesus refused the devil's temptation. Mr. 
Mahem said fasting was a way to show God that you were sorry for your sins. And if you 
fasted and refused temptation, God would forgive you. Ruth figured if Jesus could go 
without food, she could too. But she couldn't tell this to her mother. Mom wouldn't 
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understand. Ruth believed hunger caused her to eat Deborah and her mother didn't have 
hunger, not like Ruth. Rer mother was thin, her stomach flat. There was no room for 
Deborah's bones inside Mom and Mom wouldn't eat Deborah anyway. 
When Ruth's mother finished her cheeseburger, she went to the bathroom, leaving 
Ruth with the uneaten box of nuggets and cold fries. Ruth stopped poking. Instead she 
picked a nugget up. She squeezed it between her thumb and finger, pushing through rubbery 
brown skin, until she felt the moist white meat inside. Just one, she thought. She swallowed 
the nugget quickly, believing for a moment that no one, not even God, would know she ate it, 
if she ate fast enough. But the guilt was on her tongue. Now God would never forgive 
Ruth. 
"I knew you were hungry," Mom said, sitting back down. She had a fresh coat of 
lipstick on, making her lips appear big, pink, and shiny. 
"Mom," Ruth whispered. She leaned over the table so only her mother would hear. 
"What, babeT' 
"Did I eat anyone else?" 
It had been five days since Ruth's mother told her about Deborah and Ruth still couldn't stop 
thinking about her. Deborah was everywhere, following, watching, listening. Ruth wanted 
Deborah gone, but she didn't know how to get Deborah out of her belly. Ruth closed her 
eyes and listened to her teacher, Miss Juniper, read the story of Ransel and Gretel, trying to 
forget Deborah, even if her sister's absence was just for a little while. 
Miss Juniper read a different story from the big book of Grimm's tales every Friday. 
Ruth loved story time. Story time was the only part of school that Ruth looked forward to. 
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Ruth liked Miss Juniper and she even liked Miss Juniper's homework assignments and 
projects. But she hated going to school. The other kids always made fun of Ruth. They 
called her names, like Garbage Pale Kid after the playing cards and Marshmallow Girl and 
Raggedy Anne because she wore the same clothes all the time. No one ever wanted to sit 
next to Ruth or play with her at recess or invite her to birthday parties. When Ruth told her 
mother why she hated going to school, her mother said the other kids were just jealous of 
Ruth and all Ruth could do was pray for them. But Ruth's prayers never seemed to work. So 
instead of making friends at school, Ruth played with the characters in Miss Juniper's stories. 
When Miss Juniper read, Ruth closed her eyes and saw herself in the tales. Last Friday, she 
. was Little Red Cap. But, instead of the huntsman saving Grandmother and her, she cut the 
wolfs belly open from the inside and she pulled Grandmother out. Now sitting Indian-style 
on the flat blue carpet with the rest of her classmates, Ruth was Gretel. 
As Miss Juniper leaned into the circle of children, her voice a loud Whisper, Ruth 
walked deeper into the forest. It was dark inside. There were so many trees. Their trunks 
thick and round. Their branches covered with leaves. Ruth stumbled through the trees, 
following Hansel's blond head, which shimmered like the little white pebbles he marked the 
path with the first time their parents abandoned them in the woods. But this time there were 
no rocks, no path home, just crumbs already eaten by the birds of the forest and darkness that 
seemed to lead nowhere. 
They had already been walking for two days, three nights, with nothing to eat but a 
few berries they found on the forest floor. Ruth's stomach was filled with the strong sharp 
pain of hunger. When Hansel finally stopped and fell against a tree, Ruth was happy. Her 
legs were numb with exhaustion. She watched as Hansel slid down the fat trunk, collapsing 
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on pine needles and black earth. Ruth dropped down next to him and slept with her head 
against a tree root and her back against Hansel's chest. 
In the morning, the sun was hot on Ruth's face. The white light burned into her eyes. 
She covered her eyes with her fists, rubbing her knuckles into the lids, until the stinging 
passed. When she could open her eyes, she looked for Hansel. He was already awake, 
collecting the berries on the ground near the tree. Ruth stood up and wiped the dirt off her 
dress. The pain in her stomach and legs was worse today. She placed her hand flat over her 
belly and pushed, hoping to quiet the loud grumbling noises. 
"Don't worry, dear little sister," Hansel said, pouring berries into Ruth's free hand. 
"God will not forsake us." 
Ruth smiled. It was a reassuring smile for both herself and Hansel, even though Ruth 
no longer had complete faith in Hansel's optimistic words and she was starting to doubt if 
Hansel believed any more either. Ruth couldn't stop thinking that they were going to die in 
these woods if they didn't get help soon. She dumped the handful of tiny red berries that 
Hansel had given her into her mouth. The berries were hard and bitter. Ruth chewed and 
swallowed quickly. When she was finished, they started walking again. 
Ruth felt something hard and wet hit against her forehead and she opened her eyes. 
She was back in the classroom again. Tim spit another Skittle at her through a broken pen. 
This time, he hit Ruth in the shoulder. When Tim giggled and whispered something to Kara 
about feeding the animal, Miss Juniper stopped reading. She took the pen and candy away 
from Tim and then sent him to the chair in the back corner of the classroom. Ruth knew 
everyone was laughing at her, just as she knew her face was red with embarrassment. She 
closed her eyes and tried to block them out. 
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After the class quieted down, Miss Juniper reread the part about the berries. When 
the berries were eaten and Hansel started walking again, Ruth reentered the story. Hansel led 
Ruth deeper and deeper into the forest where everything began to look the same. At noon, 
they stopped to rest under a tree with a white bird perched on one of its branches. Ruth liked 
the bird. The bird's voice was beautiful, unlike any bird Ruth had ever heard sing before. 
She listened, forgetting her fear and hunger for a moment. Then the bird stopped and flapped 
its wings. Hansel and Ruth jumped up. The bird stayed low and close, flying just ahead of 
them, almost as if it was waiting for them to catch up. They followed the bird through the 
dense trees until they came to a little house, and the bird perched on its roof. As Hansel and 
Ruth neared the house, they realized that the house was built of gingerbread and the roof was 
made of frosted cake. 
"Let's taste it," Hansel said. He reached up and broke offa piece of the roof. "May 
the Lord bless our meal." 
Ruth tapped her finger against the windowpane. It was hard and sticky. She licked 
her finger, filling her mouth with the sweet taste of sugar. The sweetness tasted so good on 
her tongue. Ruth pressed her tongue directly against the pane and began licking and nibbling 
at the thin transparent wall of sugar. She heard the voice calling from inside the house, but 
she was too hungry to stop eating. Ruth knocked out the entire pane and sat down on the 
ground next to Hansel. Hansel had a big chunk of roof clutched in his hands. He held it up 
to his mouth, taking a big slow bite. Ruth chewed just as slowly, savoring the taste of the 
sugar. As she sucked on the remains of the windowpane, the front door opened and an old 
bony woman hobbled out. 
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After school, Ruth stood on the sidewalk in front of Rose Tree Elementary School with Miss 
Juniper, waiting for her mother to pick her up. Mom was late again. Ruth stared at Miss 
Juniper's clean blue shoes and thin white ankles, and then at her own dirt stained cloth 
sneakers, feeling stupid and uncomfortable. Miss Juniper was so neat and pretty with long 
skinny legs and long skinny arms and a flat stomach like Mom's. Ruth had an urge to 
explain her fat belly to Miss Juniper by telling Miss Juniper about Deborah, even though 
Ruth knew she wasn't suppose to talk about Deborah. Her mother told her never to talk 
about family secrets, especially to adults. Adults couldn't be trusted. They would use the 
information against Mom and Ruth. Ruth held her pink plastic lunchbox tight against her 
chest, wishing her mother was there. 
"Are you excited about the project?" Miss Juniper asked. 
"Yes," Ruth said in a tiny voice. 
"Have you come up with any building strategies?" 
"No." 
"Graham crackers tend to work well." 
Ruth nodded. She saw her mother's red station wagon tum onto the horseshoe in 
front of Rose Tree. Ruth hated Mom's car. It was big and ugly. Mom pulled up to the curb 
where Ruth and Miss Juniper were standing and opened the passenger window. 
"Sorry I'm late," Mom said to Miss Juniper, leaning over the passenger seat. 
Ruth could see down her mother's blouse. Mom's breasts were bare, her nipples fully 
visible. Ruth's face suddenly felt hot. She wondered if Miss Juniper saw too. 
"1 had a cut run over," Mom continued, "and it threw off the entire day. 1 was late 
getting Peter to the church for his retreat and late getting back here to pick up Ru ... " 
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"See you tomorrow, Miss Juniper," Ruth said. She opened the passenger door and 
jumped inside, blocking her mother. 
As her mother drove off, Ruth watched Miss Juniper get smaller and smaller, refusing 
to look at Mom. Miss Juniper reminded Ruth of the little white bird in the story. Ruth 
couldn't quite figure out why. Perhaps because Miss Juniper's skin was the whitest skin 
Ruth had ever seen, even whiter than Mom's and Peter's, or perhaps Miss Juniper's long thin 
pointy nose resembled a beak. Maybe it was her voice. Miss Juniper had a high, airy voice. 
But, unlike Mom, there was a softness to Miss Juniper's speech. Miss Juniper didn't talk, 
she sang. 
When Mom turned left on Main Street, Miss Juniper disappeared and Ruth 
remembered the project. She had the weekend to build her very own gingerbread house and 
she wanted to get started right away. Her house was going to be perfect. She could already 
see it finished in her head. The frosting roof, pink not white, with a red gumdrop chimney. 
Bread walls. Sugar windows. She hadn't figured out how to make the sugar hard and clear 
yet but she would. She would build a forest too. A candy cane forest with a cherry Kool-Aid 
floor. 
"We have to stop at the store," Ruth said, forgetting that she was mad at Mom. 
"What forT' 
"My project." Ruth turned to look at her mother. "I need graham crackers and 
frosting and candy for my gingerbread house." 
Mom's lips curled slightly up into a half smile and Ruth knew she would stop at the 
store. 
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"You haven't told me what you think yet." Mom held her right hand up and wiggled 
her fingers. Her nails were now baby blue with tiny pink flowers that matched her lipstick. 
"The new girl re-did them." 
Ruth thought they were beautiful, just as she thought her mother was beautiful. At 
the salon, Ruth's mother learned how to make herself look like the models in the magazines 
on the coffee table in their living room. She now had thick shoulder length blond hair, which 
was cut to flip out at the bottom. Her eyes were big and blue. Ruth always admired Mom's 
eyes because her own eyes were brown and ordinary. Mom even colored her face the way 
the women in the magazines did. She drew black lines on her eyelids and under her bottom 
lashes with a special black pencil. She filled the space above the black lines on her lids with 
brushed on blue eye shadow, a shade darker than her eyes. Her cheeks and lips were painted 
pink. Her shoulders, if bare, dusted with bronze powder. And she smelled like candy -
sweet raspberry drops and strawberry suckers and sometimes even chocolate covered mints. 
Mom pulled into the Save Mart lot and parked in the first available space. The lot 
was full for Friday afternoon. Ruth's mother held her hand as they crossed through the rows 
of cars and entered the Save Mart's huge automatic doors. As soon as they were inside, Ruth 
let go of her mother's hand and ran passed the carts, the produce section, the soup and 
canned vegetables, and into the candy aisle. She scanned the shelves with her eyes, realizing 
that she could only reach the gumdrops. The candy canes were too high. Her mother 
arrived, holding an empty Save Mart basket and talking to a man in a red Save Mart vest. 
Ruth grabbed the gumdrops off the shelf and put them in the basket. 
"Get me the candy canes," Ruth said, interrupting Mom and the man. 
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Ruth's mother stood on tiptoes with her arm up, reaching for the box of candy canes 
on the top shelf. Her blouse flattened over her breasts, making her nipples visible again. 
They poked through the shear purple cloth. Two hard pink nipples that neither Ruth nor the 
man could ignore. When Mom saw the man watching her, she smiled at him. It was a funny 
smile. Ruth's mother had never used it with Ruth before. 
On the way home from Save Mart, Ruth's mother stopped at K.F.C. for a bucket of fried 
chicken, a tub of mashed potatoes, and four buttery rolls to go. Friday night was usually 
Mom, Ruth, and Peter's night. But Peter had already left for his weekend retreat. So tonight 
was just Mom and Ruth's night, which meant no cooking, dinner on Mom's bed, and 
television until they couldn't keep their eyes open any more. Ruth held the bucket between 
her knees with the top popped open a crack so she could peek inside. She couldn't wait to be 
home. 
"So, what'd you think of Clark?" Mom asked. 
"Who?" 
"The manager of Save Mart." 
"Oh." Ruth remembered the nipples. "He wouldn't stop staring at you." 
"That's because he thinks I'm pretty." Mom parked on the driveway in front of their 
house. "Don't you think your mom's pretty?" 
"Yeah, but he's weird." 
"That's not nice, Ruth. Clark's going through a tough time right now. He just found 
out that his wife's been having an affair." 
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Ruth didn't know exactly what an affair was but she'd heard her mother use the word 
before. When Mom and Ruth saw Amanda Green from up the street smoking a cigarette 
with Mr. Jones from across the street on the steps outside Amanda Green's house last week, 
Mom told Ruth that Amanda Green and Mr. Jones were having an affair. Mom said Mr. 
Jones was like Ruth's father and Ruth's stepfather because he liked to have lots of women 
without his wife finding out. And Amanda Green was one of Mr. Jones' women. That was 
why he always smoked cigarettes with Amanda Green on her steps. Mom said two of the 
girls from the salon were having affairs too. Even the minister's wife was having one. 
Mom unlocked the front door, kicking it open so that Ruth could squeeze inside with 
the grocery bag and chicken bucket. Ruth dropped the bag and her lunchbox on the living 
room floor and ran upstairs to her mother's room with the chicken. She sat on the edge of 
Mom's lavender queen size bed, waiting for Mom to bring potatoes, rolls, plates, and soda. 
After they finished eating, Ruth helped her mother clean up. While Mom stacked the 
plates and cups in the sink with the other dirty dishes, Ruth collected unfinished containers 
and trash. She wrapped the leftover chicken breasts in aluminum foil and shoved them in the 
refrigerator with the half eaten tub of mashed potatoes. She flattened the bucket of chicken 
bones, squishing it into the already full kitchen trash. Ruth knew she would have to really 
clean tomorrow. Saturday was chore day. 
Before going back into her mother's room, Ruth changed into her big pink nightshirt. 
Mom was already in her silky white robe, waiting for Ruth on the bed. As Ruth snuggled up 
next to her mother, laying her head on Mom's breast and wrapping her arm over Mom's 
stomach, her mother flipped through the channels with the remote. She stopped on Cops. 
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They watched two episodes - reruns. Halfway through the second episode, Mom started 
crying. 
"Look at him," Mom said, wiping the tears from under her eyes with the sides of her 
fingers. "Those are the men that beat women and rape little girls." 
Ruth stared at the man on television. Three cops wrestled him to the floor, holding 
him, while he screamed beeped out words at a woman, hiding under a table. Ruth 
remembered the secret her mom told her about her grandfather. Mom said Ruth's 
grandfather used to yell nasty things at Ruth's grandmother, like the man on television. He 
beat Ruth's grandmother and Ruth's mother sometimes too. Late at night, when Ruth's 
grandmother was sleeping, he would go into Mom's room and touch her under her 
nightgown. Mom made Ruth promise that she would tell Mom if anyone tried to touch Ruth 
under her clothes. Then she made Ruth promise never to talk to or get into a car with a 
strange man. 
"You know." Mom hugged Ruth tightly into her chest. "I'm not going to lose you. 
You know better." She kissed Ruth's hair. "Right, babe?" 
"Is he a kidnapper?" 
"Yes." Mom changed the channel. "They trick girls and boys that don't know better 
with candy and stickers and pretty headbands." 
"What do they do with them?" Ruth thought of the gingerbread house. She 
wondered if the man on television ate children like the witch in the story. 
"They rape girls and cut off boys' penises." Her mother spoke low, her mouth close 
to Ruth's ear as if she were telling a secret. "Then they kill them." 
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Ruth and Mom watched a movie about a woman who talked like a dolphin. Mom 
couldn't stop laughing. When the woman flopped around on the sidewalk, making high 
squeaky sounds, Mom laughed so hard she snorted. By the time the screen divided into 
credits and previews, it was midnight. Ruth's eyes itched with sleep. She wiggled her body 
into her mother's, opening her mother's robe just enough to reveal the scar on Mom's 
stomach. Ruth touched the scar. It was a thin white line that felt bumpy under her fingers. 
She had seen the scar before but she never knew where it came from. 
"How'd you get it?" Ruth asked, moving her hand over the line, up and down, barely 
touching her mother's skin. 
"From you." Mom clicked the television off. "That's where you came out of." 
"Came out of?" 
"When you where a baby." 
"What do you mean?" Ruth asked, but she knew exactly what her mother meant. She 
ate through Mom too. 
Mom turned the light off and they both climbed under the covers. Ruth closed her 
eyes and thought of her mother's scar and Deborah. She couldn't sleep. Not now. She 
imagined a baby Ruth, a smaller version of herself, like Alice after she ate the mushroom that 
made her three inches tall. Her tiny self was inside Mom's womb with Deborah. She was 
hungry. She opened her mouth wide and swallowed Deborah whole. Deborah wasn't 
enough. Ruth's hunger was strong but there was nothing left to eat. She licked the pink wall 
that circled her. It tasted sweet, meaty, like Deborah. She bit into the pink flesh, nibbling 
and nibbling, until the wall split open and she was on the other side. 
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Then Ruth thought of the story of Hansel and Gretel. Ruth imagined she was in the 
story again. She was at the gingerbread house with Hansel. But it wasn't a gingerbread 
house anymore. They had eaten through its bread walls and sugar windows and frosting 
roof, leaving only the bone structure of a witch's lair. A scrawny witch, whose hunger for 
young flesh was even stronger than Hansel and Ruth's hunger for the sweet house. 
"Hansel's outside in the shed, waiting to be fattened," the witch said to Ruth. She 
handed Ruth a bucket to be filled with water for cooking. "When he's fat enough, I'll eat 
him." 
As Ruth kneaded dough, cleaned chicken, chopped tomatoes and carrots, her eyes 
dripped salty tears into Hansel's food. She was preparing him a death meal. Ruth wished 
she were in the shed with Hansel. Ifhe was to be slaughtered, she wanted to be slaughtered 
with him. Not after. Not alone. 
"Hansel, hold your finger out," the witch said. Ruth stood behind her. "So I can see 
if you're plump enough." 
Hansel stuck a little chicken bone out the shed's only window, a small barred 
rectangle at the top of the locked wooden door. He had been sticking the same bone out 
every morning for the last four weeks. The witch never seemed to notice the difference. She 
squeezed the bone. 
"I don't care whether he's skinny or fat anymore." The witch's face was red with 
anger. "Tomorrow he will be slaughtered." 
When Ruth woke up in the morning, her mother was asleep beside her. Ruth listened to her 
mother snore and mumble in her sleep. Ruth had an idea. She looked at the clock on the 
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table next to her. It was 6:30 AM. Mom wouldn't be up for at least another hour or two. 
Ruth folded the blankets down and climbed out of bed quietly. She tiptoed to the bathroom, 
peed, and then ran down the stairs to the kitchen. 
Ruth popped open the lid on the trashcan and took the flattened chicken bucket out. 
She brought the bucket upstairs and into her room, closing her bedroom door behind her. 
When her mother cleaned out her closet a few weeks ago, she gave Ruth some of her old 
scarves. Ruth put the bucket on the floor and dug through her underwear draw, looking for 
the pretty silk one. It was soft and pink. She found the scarf under a pile of underwear and 
bathing suits, pulled it out, and crouched on the floor next to the bucket. Ruth spread the 
scarf out flat on the carpet. She reopened the bucket by pressing against the folds and 
dumped the bones out onto the scarf. There were so many whitish-brown bones. All 
different shapes and sizes. Some even had bits of meat still stuck to the ends and edges. As 
Ruth wrapped the bones in the scarf, tying a loose knot at the top, she smiled. Her idea was 
beautiful. 
On Sunday, after church and McDonald's, Ruth started her project. She munched on 
, 
gumdrops and graham crackers as she worked. From her bedroom, she could hear her 
mother singing in the bathtub, the same hymns they sang in church. When Ruth's mouth 
wasn't full of candy, she hummed along with Mom even though she didn't really like hymns. 
They were boring. Ruth liked the Sunday school songs better, like the Noah's Arc song and 
the one about the little light. 
"I'm gonna let it shine," Ruth sang to herself. "Won't let Satan blow it out." She 
shook her head from side to side, driving Satan back. "No, I'm gonna let it shine." 
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Building a house was harder than Ruth had imagined. She had to construct it piece 
by piece, holding the pieces together with her fingers until the glue dried completely. She 
had been gluing for a good two hours now and only had three walls standing. She had spilled 
the glue twice, once on her comforter and again on the leg of her sweatpants. Her mother 
would kill her if she found out. Her hands were covered in glue too. Her fingers stuck to 
everything. Gumdrops, cardboard, fabric. 
Ruth worked all day, only breaking for dinner. After dinner, Mom went to the church 
to pick up Peter. She asked Ruth to go with her but Ruth refused. Ruth didn't want to stop 
building. She would build until her house was finished. She wanted her house to be perfect 
and it would be. When Miss Juniper saw Ruth's house, she would smile so big that everyone 
would know that Ruth's house was the best. For the first time, Ruth's classmates would envy 
her. They would beg to be her friend. 
In the morning, Ruth,placed her house gently in a cardboard box to keep it safe and hidden 
until her presentation. Mom said she would drive Ruth and Peter to school today because 
Ruth was afraid her project would break on the bus. Ruth carried the box to Mom's car, not 
allowing Mom or Peter to help. She was afraid they would peek inside and she didn't want 
anyone to see yet. She wedged the box between the backseat and the passenger seat so it 
wouldn't tip over. Ruth knew she was being overly careful, but she didn't want to take any 
chances. If it broke, even just a little bit, her whole project would be ruined. 
On the way to school, Peter sat in the passenger seat and Ruth sat behind Mom. Mom 
and Peter talked about the retreat. But Ruth didn't listen. She held her breath for luck 
instead, repeating don't break, don't break, don't break over and over again inside her head. 
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She cringed every time their mother hit a bump, turning sideways in her seat to stare at the 
box. It remained upright. When they reached the horseshoe, Ruth felt sick to her stomach. 
They had to make it over three speed bumps. She took her seatbelt off and wrapped her arms 
around the box to keep it steady. 
"Would you stop it," Mom said. 
"What?" 
"Acting paranoid." She parked illegally in front of the entrance. 
Peter kissed Mom on the cheek and then got out of the car, slamming the door behind 
him. While Ruth carefully lifted the box offthe backseat, Peter ran into school without her. 
So Mom walked Ruth to her classroom, opening doors so that Ruth could get through with 
her box. When they reached Miss Juniper's room, Ruth put the box down on one of the two 
big tables at the back of the room. There were other houses on the tables but none were as 
good as Ruth's. 
"Good luck, babe," Mom said, kissing the top of Ruth's head before leaving for the 
salon. 
Ruth sat down at her desk, moving her chair sideways so that she could guard the box 
with her eyes. When the bell rang, she didn't turn around. She tapped her leg against the 
floor. She was scared and excited at the same time. Ruth usually hated presentations. She 
didn't like so many people staring at her. They made her feel nervous and fat and stupid, 
especially when they giggled or called her names under their breath. Sometimes Ruth 
couldn't even speak at all, like when she gave the presentation on her sugar cube igloo. 
When John pointed at the big chocolate stain on her shirt and whispered "dirty" loud enough 
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so that Ruth could hear it, Ruth lost her voice. She had to sit down halfway through the 
presentation. But Ruth knew today would be different. 
Judy presented first. Ruth watched Judy point at her graham cracker and cardboard 
house. She said something about Hansel and frosting but Ruth wasn't really listening. Then 
Mark stood in front of one of the tables, holding a wood house that looked like the bird 
houses Ruth had seen in the garden section at K-Mart, except for the paint. Mark's house 
was painted red and white like a square candy cane. 
When it was Ruth's turn, she walked slowly to the box and pulled her house out with 
shaky hands. She faced the class, holding her house up high in front of her. Ruth smiled. 
She was so proud of her house that she had forgotten her fear of presentations. 
"This is what's left after it's been eaten," she said. 
Ruth's classmates laughed, small nervous laughs. They looked at Ruth, at each other, 
then at Miss Juniper. Miss Juniper's white face was bright red. Ruth didn't understand. She 
had stayed up all night gluing the bones togethe'r. Piece by piece. She had even made a bone 
forest out of the straight bones with round tops. They looked exactly like trees. The left over 
meat resembled leaves. And the house was perfect. Four perfect bone walls and a perfect 
triangular bone roof. Miss Juniper was suppose to love her house. She was suppose to praise 
Ruth, not tum red, not tell Ruth to sit down. 
After school, before Ruth's mother came to pick her up, Miss Juniper had a talk with Ruth 
about Ruth's house. When Miss Juniper asked Ruth why she used chicken bones instead of 
candy, Ruth told the truth. She told Miss Juniper about eating Deborah and about Deborah's 
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bones in her belly and about how she thought the gingerbread house in the story was like 
Deborah. 
"After Hansel and Gretel eat all the frosting and candy and cake," Ruth explained, 
"there's only bones left, like after I ate Deborah." 
"Why do you think you ate Deborah?" 
"Because Mom said I did," Ruth said, pronouncing her words carefully. "Mom said 
she was suppose to have twins but I ate Deborah before she could be born." Ruth felt guilty. 
She had broken a promise she made to her mother. Ruth knew her mother would be upset 
when she found out Ruth told Miss Juniper one of their secrets, just as Ruth knew it was 
wrong to break promises. But Ruth believed lying was worse because "thou shall not lie" 
was one of the Ten Commandments and breaking promises wasn't. She hoped her mother 
would understand. Mom always told Ruth never to break God's Commandments. Mom said 
the Commandments were holy and breaking them could lead to an eternity in hell. 
"Hello, Ginger," Miss Juniper said to Ruth's mother as she came into the classroom. 
"Why don't you wait outside while I talk to your mom," she said to Ruth. 
Ruth walked passed her mother with her head down. She sat in the hall, listening to 
Miss Juniper and Mom. The classroom door was open but they were talking low. Ruth 
could only hear bits of their conversation. 
"She told you that," and "I never told her that," Mom kept repeating. She sat on top 
of one of the tables and sobbed quietly into her hands. 
"And Deborah," Miss Juniper said. Miss Juniper stood in front of Mom with her 
hands on her hips. She always put her hands on her hips when she was scolding one of 
Ruth's classmates. 
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"Ruth has a wild imagination," Mom said, looking up at Miss Juniper with black 
under her eyes and white lines down her cheeks. 
"Eating through your stomach." 
"Sometimes 1 don't know. 1 just don't know where she gets it. What she's thinking." 
That night, while Peter was in his room finishing his homework, Ruth lay next to their 
mother on their mother's bed, fingering the scar again. Ruth felt defeated. No matter what 
Mom said, she couldn't understand why Mom lied to Miss Juniper. Mom had made Ruth 
look like a fool. 
"I told you not to tell adults about Deborah," Mom said. 
"Why?" 
"They'll use her to separate us." Mom held Ruth against her body. "And you don't 
want that." 
"But it's the truth," Ruth said. She thought about the time her mother lied to Mrs. 
Mahem about the pink dress. Her mother must have known she told a lie then. She lied on 
purpose, just as she lied to Miss Juniper on purpose. But Ruth couldn't figure out why her 
mother would abandon everything she taught Ruth, why her mother would risk hell. 
"Our truth." 
"What do you mean?" Ruth asked. 
Her mother was already crying. She buried her wet face in Ruth's hair. 
"Did 1 even eat Deborah?" 
Mom didn't answer. 
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"Did I?" Ruth's fingers curled up into a small hard fist. Mom hadn't lied to Miss 
Juniper. Mom had lied to Ruth. Ruth's vision blurred. She saw tiny white and black spots. 
She had been mad at her mother many times before, but this was different. Ruth had never 
felt like this before. She knew it was more than upset, more than anger. It was hatred. She 
wanted to hurt Mom. She wanted to break Mom's scar open with her fist and rip everything 
inside of her out. "I wish I had eaten you," Ruth said, pulling away from her mother. "Then 
you'd be dead." Ruth felt Mom's arms loosen. 
"No," Mom said. Her face was so white. "I'm not going to lose you." 
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Ruth Wright 
Where you die I will die, and there I will be buried. May the Lord deal with me, be it ever so 
severely, if anything but death separates you and me. 
Ruth 1:17 
Ruth Wright was a sinner. 
She had the marks to prove it. 
Her sin first started with a sore throat and a cough and a mild fever. Her mother told 
her to repent and the sickness would go away. So Ruth repented and repented and repented 
but she didn't know what she was repenting for. 
"God," Ruth said, kneeling beside her bed. "Please take the sickness away." Ruth 
leaned her elbows over her purple comforter and folded her hands together like her mother 
had taught her. "Mom said I did a sin and that's why I got the sickness. She said if I told 
you I was sorry and really meant it, you would make me better again." Ruth stopped and 
coughed into her hands. Her face was red and sweaty. "I don't know what sin I did but I'm 
sorry for being bad and I promise I won't ever do a bad thing again if you make me better." 
Ruth tried to remember everything she had done wrong before the sickness started. "God, 
I'm sorry for cheating on the spelling test in school last month and for kicking Peter last 
week. I only kicked him 'cause he broke the Nintendo and told Mom it was me but I'm sorry 
anyway. Amen." Ruth stared up at her ceiling. "Oh, and God, I do really mean it." 
When two weeks passed and Ruth's sickness showed no signs of relenting, her 
mother called Mr. Jacob Smith. Ruth's mother said that God gifted Mr. Jacob Smith with 
many things. He had high energy and sacred wisdom and the ability to communicate with 
many beings. Ruth's brother Peter said he was a freak. But Ruth didn't know what to 
believe, she just knew she didn't like him. 
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"There are rules," Mr. Jacob Smith said to Ruth. "God's rules, Satan's rules, and my 
rules." He sat on the edge of Ruth's bed, with his legs crossed and his plump white hands 
folded neatly on his lap. "Rules for angels and rules for demons and rules for humans," he 
continued. Ruth was under her covers, trying to swallow her cough down. She was scared to 
cough or sneeze or even sweat with him in the room. She didn't want him to find anything 
that could make her guilty. So Ruth stared at Mr. Jacob Smith and swallowed, pretending 
her attention was completely on him and his words. She watched the big puff of strawberry 
hair on top of his head bounce up and down as he spoke, noticing that his eyes and freckles 
were the same color. 
"Imps live down there," Mr. Jacob Smith said, shaking his finger at Ruth. Ruth 
didn't know what story he was telling now. She wasn't really sure what imps were either but 
she knew from the tone of his voice that they weren't good. "They guard the wood stove," 
Mr. Jacob Smith said. "Do you know why? Because there are sinners in the stove and the 
imps make sure they don't escape." His voice got louder and louder and his whole body 
shook, making Ruth's brain pound against the inside of her head. She put her hand over her 
forehead. It felt hot and sticky. "Do you know how I know all of this?" Mr. Jacob Smith 
asked. "I saw the imps myself." 
Then Mr. Jacob Smith told Ruth about the night he heard his wife screaming from the 
basement. The Lord came to him and told him not to go to her but he disobeyed. The imps 
almost killed him. They beat him and bit him and tried to drag him into the stove. He pulled 
the sleeve on his right arm up and showed Ruth a row of small circular scars. "Can you see 
the little teeth marks?" he asked. He told Ruth that his wife was in the stove and so was 
Ruth's sister Naomi and Ruth would be there too, if she didn't follow the rules. "Pray to God 
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and ask for forgiveness before it's too late," he said. He patted the blankets over Ruth's legs 
and got up, straightening his clothes with his hands. Ruth closed her eyes. She could hear 
him talking to her mother in the hallway and then the front door opening and closing. 
"He's nuts," Peter said, standing next to Ruth's bed. 
"How do you know?" 
"Because I heard the crap he told you and Naomi's not in nobody's wood stove." 
"You've never been in his basement." 
"I just know," Peter said. '~And everyone at school says he's got a piece of metal in 
his head from the war and that makes him crazy." 
Ruth still had nightmares that night. She dreamed her sister was in Mr. Jacob Smith's 
stove and he and her mother were watching her bum. Ruth watched too. The stove door was 
open and Naomi's naked body was spread out on a metal rack. She looked exactly the same 
way she looked the last time Ruth saw her. Before sin took her. Naomi was ten. Her body 
was small, thin, and sweaty from the sickness. Her face wasn't olive anymore, but a pale 
yellow. And her lips were dry and white instead of pink. Ruth could hear her coughing from 
inside the stove, which was bigger than any stove Ruth had ever seen. Next to Naomi on the 
rack was a skull and a pile of ash. Mr. Jacob Smith's wife. Naomi was still alive. She 
screamed and cried as her flesh turned brown and bubbly. Ruth grabbed at Naomi's legs to 
pull her out but the legs crumbled into dust in Ruth's hands. Ruth screamed, waking in a 
puddle of sweat. She felt like her body was burning too. It itched all over. She pulled the 
blankets down and her night shirt up and scratched at her skin. That was when she saw the 
marks. She turned on the light next to her bed and looked at her chest and stomach. They 
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had spread over her skin. Tiny red bumps that appeared in patches. Ruth got up and kneeled 
next to her bed. She made herself pray until she couldn't hold her body up anymore. 
When Ruth showed her mother, her mother told her that Ruth knew and God knew 
and only they could make the marks go away. But Ruth didn't know and the patches grew 
until she couldn't see her 'skin anymore. They burned and itched and made everything worse. 
Her throat hurt more and her cough was louder. She sweated a lot too. The school nurse said 
it was scarlet fever and Ruth couldn't come back without antibiotics. But her mother insisted 
that it was God's sickness and called Mr. Jacob Smith. 
This time Mr. Jacob Smith sat next to Ruth's head so that he could look down into her 
face. He put his hand over Ruth's forehead and mumbled a prayer. He sounded funny to 
Ruth and his face was blurry. "Humans see demons for two reasons," he said. "God or 
Satan." He smelled like soap and strong cologne. "God has shown me lots of demons," Mr. 
Jacob Smith said, emphasizing the word "God." He breathed hot breath that smelled like 
sour coffee mixed with small drops of spit over Ruth's face. His closeness made her 
nauseous. She covered her mouth and nose with her hand but Mr. Jacob Smith pushed her 
hand back down. "Do you want to end up in the stove with the others?" he asked. Ruth 
shook her head. "Then listen." 
Mr. Jacob Smith told Ruth about the elephant demons. "I was lucky," he said. "Two 
years ago, I was sitting on my front porch praying in the dark. I heard a loud noise like a 
trumpet and then felt something moving around me." Mr. Jacob Smith stared into Ruth's 
eyes. "But I wasn't afraid. I knew God was with me. I immediately asked Him to put the 
eggshell of protection on me. That's when I saw them." Mr. Jacob Smith waved his hands 
in front of Ruth's face. "They were outside of God's shell. They flew around it, some 
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crashing into it but none of them able to get through." Ruth tried to follow the circles Mr. 
Jacob Smith was making with his hands but his hands moved so quickly now. Ruth only saw 
flashes of color. "Do you know what they looked like?" Mr. Jacob Smith asked. "Little pink 
and blue elephants with black eyes and black wings." Ruth wanted to cry. She pulled her 
blankets over her chin. "But God doesn't show girls like you the demons. Satan shows the 
sinners. That's one of the rules." 
"I'll see you tonight," Mr. Jacob Smith said. He patted Ruth's head, smoothed his 
clothes out, and left. Ruth tried to understand everything he said but she couldn't make any 
sense out of it. Elephants and eggshells and demons and tonight. Ruth remembered the 
stove and Naomi. Naomi was sick like Ruth. Not the same sickness. Naomi didn't have 
marks. Naomi had a cough and a high fever. But Mom said they were both sinners and God 
gave both of them the sickness as a punishment for their sins. Ruth was six when sin took 
Naomi. She didn't know where sin had taken her but she remembered the night Naomi left. 
Her mother wrapped Naomi in a white blanket and took her out of the house. Ruth and Peter 
had to stay home with Aunt Winnie. When their mother came back, Naomi wasn't with her. 
Her mother told Winnie that it was God's will and sinners must be punished. Then she fell 
onto the kitchen floor and cried. Ruth and Peter were supposed to be in bed but they couldn't 
sleep. They hid in the hallway, watching and listening. 
Now Ruth lay in bed and prayed. It was Wednesday and on Wednesday Ruth's 
mother went to her prayer meeting at Mr. Jacob Smith's house. Ruth and Peter didn't always 
go with her, sometimes but not always. But Ruth knew that they were all going tonight. 
Ruth didn't like the prayer meetings. She didn't like the house or the prayer group. She 
didn't even like the other children. But she especially disliked Mr. Jacob Smith. Every time 
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she went to his house he punished her for things she didn't do and didn't understand. So 
Ruth prayed that the marks would go away before tonight and that sin wouldn't take her and 
that God wouldn't let Mr. Jacob Smith put her in the stove with the imps and sinners. 
Then Ruth slept. She heard a loud roar and opened her eyes. On the floor between 
her bed and closet was a gigantic lion. There was a little girl with yellow hair and a white 
dress in front of the lion. The girl giggled and patted the top of the lion's head. The lion 
turned, looked at Ruth, and then grabbed the girl between his paws and bit her head off. Her 
body fell on Ruth's carpet, spraying dark red blood everywhere. The blood splattered over 
the lavender rug and onto Ruth's purple bed covers and across the light brown closet doors. 
The red ran down the girl's white dress and little pink legs. The lion opened his mouth and 
roared. 
Ruth's mother came in with Peter and woke Ruth up. She carried Ruth into the 
bathroom to prepare her for tonight's meeting. Peter watched as their mother bathed Ruth. 
Ruth didn't like Peter seeing her naked. He made her feel nervous and dirty. 
"Why does he have to watch?" Ruth asked as her mother rubbed strawberry shampoo 
in her hair. 
"I want Peter to see sin in case he has any part of it or any future plans of having a 
part of it," Ruth's mother said. 
"Please Mom," Ruth said. "I don't want him in here." 
"It's not what you want." Ruth's mother took an empty plastic cup off the side of the 
tub and filled it with bath water. "I already lost Naomi to sin and now you're on your way. I 
have no intention oflosing Peter." She poured the water over Ruth's hair. Ruth shivered. 
"Peter's the chosen one," she continued. Shampoo and water ran into Ruth's eyes, making 
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them bum. "He's my only boy and he's going to be a minister." Ruth's mother took a 
sponge out of the cabinet under the bathroom sink and wet it in the tub. She moved a bar of 
soap back and forth over one side of the sponge until that side was covered with a layer of 
white soap that smelled like lilacs. 
Peter stood in the comer of the bathroom, holding a shiny black Bible and watching 
his feet. He was eleven, two years older than Ruth and physically her opposite. He was the 
spitting image of their mother, except that he was tall and thin like a twig and she was short 
and shaped like an eggplant. Peter's hair was white-blond, his eyes greenish-blue, and his 
face pale white. Ruth was thin like her brother, except for her stomach. Ruth's stomach was 
big and round. And unlike Peter, she wasn't fair. She was small and dark. She had long 
brown hair and dark brown eyes. Her skin was darker too. Ruth sat with her head propped 
against the tiles, while her mother tried to scrub the marks off with the soapy sponge and 
prayer. 
"Look at your sister," she said to Peter. "What do you see?" 
"Urn." 
"Well?" 
"Sin," he said, clutching the Bible close to his chest. 
Water streamed out of Ruth's eyes, down her face, and into the warm gray tub water. 
She couldn't stop crying, even though it filled her throat and mouth with phlegm. Ruth 
coughed and coughed, sending sharp pains down her spine and into her sides and stomach. 
The water made her skin bum and itch at the same time. Ruth scratched at the bumps on her 
arms, until her mother held Ruth's hands steady and scrubbed over Ruth's chest. Her mother 
pushed the sponge into the patches on Ruth's neck and around her small nipples, scrubbing 
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hard. The pressure made the itching go away for a little while but it hurt too, especially the 
soap. The soap filled the cuts made from Ruth's scratching, stinging her flesh like the bees 
that attacked her when she was five. When her mother was done, she lifted Ruth out of the 
tub and put her down on her feet. She made Peter hold Ruth up as she threw a towel over 
Ruth's shoulders and flipped the switch to drain the tub. 
Mom carried Ruth back into Ruth's room and sat her down on the edge of the bed, 
while she searched through Ruth's dresser and then closet for the right clothes for tonight's 
meeting. Ruth's mother dressed Ruth all in white. White underwear, a long white sundress, 
a big white cardigan sweater, and white shoes with white straps and little silver buckles. 
Peter got to wear jeans and a sweatshirt because he wasn't a sinner. But he still had to carry 
the Bible. He always had to carry the Bible because that was what ministers did. He once 
told Ruth that he didn't want to be a minister. He just played along to keep their mother 
happy. He wanted to be a pilot and a scientist and a vet and lots of other things, just not a 
minister. Ruth didn't know what she wanted to be. She thought maybe a teacher because 
that was what her mother said women were called to be. Her mother was a teacher at the 
church now. She used to work at the salon in town, until Mr. Jacob Smith told her that the 
salon was a house·ofsin because the women who worked at the salon worshiped Satan and 
not God. Ruth's mother told Ruth that the women at the salon were bad women. They lied 
and cheated on their husbands and gossiped about the good women in town. So Ruth's 
mother quit and Mr. Jacob Smith helped her get a job teaching kindergarten at the school in 
their church. Ruth wasn't really sure if she liked the idea of being a teacher. Teachers had to 
stand up in front of rooms full of people and Ruth hated people staring at her. 
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Ruth lay in the back seat of Mom's red station wagon. The movement made her 
dizzy and nauseous. Ruth's mother sang along to a Christian rock tape she got for Ruth and 
Peter. Peter sang too but not the same song. He liked to change the words around and see if 
their mother noticed. "Father Abra Ham had no Turns," Peter sang, "and the runs had Father 
Abra Ham." She never did. She was always too busy following the traffic laws. Mom and 
Peter's singing bothered Ruth because they sounded off. Lately Ruth was seeing and hearing 
things. Sounds were all jumbled up in her head. When Mom or Peter spoke to her, they 
didn't sound like themselves. They didn't even sound human. Ruth's mother made high 
squeaky noises like the noise the garbage truck made when it stopped in front of Ruth's 
house. And Peter made all sorts of buzzing, beeping, and banging sounds, like Ruth's 
Nintendo games. Mom and Peter didn't look right either. They were fuzzy and had big 
heads. Ruth sometimes even heard and saw people and things that had never been there 
before, like the lion and the little girl. She didn't tell Mom because she was scared Mom 
would tell Mr. Jacob Smith and he would definitely put her in the stove then. Ruth knew 
what the sounds and visions were. They were the demons Mr. Jacob Smith had told her 
about. But Ruth also knew God didn't show her the demons. 
Ruth's mother parked the car on the street in front of a small white house with green 
shutters and a green door. Peter helped Ruth out of the car. He put his arm around Ruth's 
waist and half carried her up the cement walkway and stairs that led to Mr. Jacob Smith's 
door. Their mother walked in front of them, taking small stiff steps that made her look like a 
wooden windup doll. When she knocked, Mr. Jacob Smith opened the door. He led Ruth's 
mother and Peter and Ruth into the living room where everyone was waiting. 
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The group sat in a circle on the floor. There was no furniture in Mr. Jacob Smith's 
living room. There was not much furniture in his entire house. He had burnt it years ago. 
The first time Ruth came to a meeting, she asked about it. He told her that he and his wife, 
before he found God, had furnished the house with antiques. "Antiques are the Devil's 
handy work," he said. "They house some of the oldest demons." He was watching television 
in the living room late at night, while his wife was sleeping. The 700 Club came on and Pat 
Robertson brought him to the light. At that moment, he saw the demons. They spoke 
through the furniture, showing him their history. Mounds of slaughtered Christians, bloody 
battle fields, tortured children, persecution, corruption, evil in its many forms. "The Lord 
came to me in a vision and told me to bum their houses and they would return from whence 
they came," Mr. Jacob Smith said. So he took the antiques out of his house piece by piece 
and made a large pile in his front yard. He wet the pile with gasoline and struck a match. He 
saw the demons come out of the wood. They were many blue faces that screamed in agony 
as the flames consumed them. His wife came outside and he saw her face for the first time. 
It was the face of sin and he knew she was damned. "I know," he said to Ruth. "I see your 
face too." 
Ruth's mother and Mr. Jacob Smith joined the circle. There were seven adults in 
total. "A holy number," Mr. Jacob Smith said. Ruth and Peter sat with the other children on 
the outside. The adults locked hands and bowed heads and opened with a prayer. The 
children copied. The adults all wore white like Ruth. White shirts and sweaters and skirts 
and pants. But the children were dressed in jeans and sweatshirts like Peter. Ruth wished 
she were wearing jeans too. The white clothes scared her. They meant something was going 
to happen to her that wasn't going to happen to the other children. 
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"Read us a passage, Peter," Mr. Jacob Smith said, when the first prayer was finished. 
Peter opened the Bible and read. Peter was asked to do this every time he attended a 
meeting. It was a ritual for them, a game for Peter. Peter opened the Bible to any page and 
picked the first passage his eyes fell on. Mr. Jacob Smith said Peter had a gift. The Lord 
chose the page and passage. He spoke through Peter, giving them signs. "Do you feel Him 
moving through you?" he asked Peter. Peter always nodded. But he told Ruth that he didn't 
feel anything because there wasn't any God, not like Mr. Jacob Smith said. Peter did it, like 
he did all things, to please their mother. 
"Their deeds are evil deeds, and acts of violence are in their hands," Peter read. 
"Their feet rush into sin; they are swift to shed innocent blood." 
"Yes," Mr. Jacob Smith said, his eyes closed and his hands raised up to the heavens. 
Ruth kept her eyes slightly open to watch Mr. Jacob Smith. She always watched Mr. 
Jacob Smith when Peter read. Mr. Jacob Smith's face changed. It got real white and 
straight. The energy seemed to fall out of him all at once. Ruth thought Mr. Jacob Smith 
was jealous of Peter because Peter was called to be a minister and Mr. Jacob Smith was only 
a prayer leader. In Christ's Chapel, a prayer leader was right underneath the minister. 
During the week, the leaders worked to spread the word of God throughout the community 
by holding prayer meetings and handing out tracts on what it meant to be Born Again in 
Christ. But the minister spoke on Sunday, the Lord's day. 
When Peter finished reading, the children were sent to the den to watch the second 
half of The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. Ruth's mother said it was a Christian movie 
with many important messages. The children filed out, one by one, like a line of Zombies, 
all but Ruth, who was asked to stay. 
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Ruth sat in the center of the circle, Indian-style, while Mr. Jacob Smith removed her 
white cardigan sweater and white buckle shoes. Ruth's body trembled. She felt cold and 
tired. She looked at her mother but her mother's eyes were closed. Mr. Jacob Smith stood 
over Ruth. He poured oil on her head. It dripped onto her face and into her eyes. She tried 
to wipe it out but Mr. Jacob Smith pushed her hands down. 
"By your sides, Sinner," he said to Ruth. "Look at this girl," he said to the adults. 
"Satan works in mysterious ways. He is a demon in a child's clothes. The demon must be 
cast out." 
"Lord we are your vehicle," the group said in unison. 
"Open yourselves to God. Let His Spirit work through you." 
"Lord we are your servants." 
And they spoke in tongues and the Holy Spirit spoke through them and it sounded 
like gibberish to Ruth. Their faces swirled around her, melting and dripping and bubbling 
like heated wax. Ruth closed her eyes. Her sister was in her head. She smiled at Ruth. Ruth 
smiled too. Her sister stood in a black room, naked, holding a white dress. Her skin was 
marked like Ruth's. But it wasn't red patches. It was big open sores, bum marks, like the 
people in the photos Ruth saw in Peter's book on war. 
"Naomi," Ruth screamed, opening her eyes. 
"She can't help you," Mr. Jacob Smith said. "The Lord is already upon you." 
Mr. Jacob Smith grabbed Ruth's shoulders and forced her to stand up. He took a 
jackknife out of his pant's pocket and slit Ruth's dress from neck to hem. Then he tore it off 
her and threw it to the floor. Ruth's arms moved instinctively to her chest. They 
crisscrossed over her small breasts. But Mr. Jacob Smith moved them back down to her 
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sides again. He pulled her white underwear down and off, throwing it on top of her ripped 
dress. Ruth's body shook under his fingers. She wished Naomi were there with her. She 
wished her mother would make him stop. 
"Mama," she cried, tears splashing against her naked chest. 
"You're not my daughter," Ruth's mother said, shaking her head. "You're not my 
daughter." 
"Mama, I'm scared." 
"The Devil comes in many forms. He is the master of deceit, of lies, of trickery. Do 
not listen to His pleas," Mr. Jacob Smith said. "Lay your hands on her and cast Him out." 
They moved close to Ruth, dancing and howling and thrusting their arms out. Their 
eyes were wide and their skin dripped with sweat. Ruth shoved some of them, trying to push 
them off. They covered her body with their hands. Some of them jumped backwards, after 
they touched her. 
"It bums," they said. 
"Be strong," Mr. Jacob Smith said. "The Lord is with you." 
Ruth could smell her sister's flesh burning. She could taste the ash and bone dust on 
her lips and tongue. Ruth's body swayed and her legs wobbled. She felt her knees giving 
out. 
"Murderers," she screamed. Their hands raped Ruth's body. They touched and 
grabbed and clutched at her, speaking in that inhuman tongue that only God understood. 
Ruth watched them melt into one and then she fell. She saw Naomi's arm stretched out and 
she grabbed onto it, pulling her sister into her. They held onto each other tightly, until their 
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bodies curled into one. Then they slept. Their mother hunched over them. She cried and 
prayed and cursed the Devil. 
But Ruth Wright was a sinner. 
She had the marks to prove it. 
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Tin Country 
After Ruth's mother married her fourth husband, they moved to the house on Bronze 
Street. The only pink house in the neighborhood. It was a duplex. They rented the front 
apartment. Inside there were two floors and a communal basement. The rooms were small 
and the walls paper thin. From Ruth's bedroom on the second floor she could hear 
everything. Ruth's mother and stepfather praying in their bedroom down the hall, her brother 
Peter playing Nintendo games in the room next to hers, and her neighbors having sex on the 
other side of the wall every Wednesday and Friday. 
On Saturday, when Ruth and her best friend Madison finished Ruth's mother's boiled 
chicken dinner and a video on Satan and rock 'n roll, they were sent to bed. Peter got to stay 
up and watch television with their mom and stepfather because he was fourteen and Ruth was 
only twelve. Ruth and Madison didn't change their clothes. They climbed under Ruth's 
comforter and lay on their stomachs, looking out the window. At nine, it was already dark 
outside. Ruth picked at the clear polish on her fingernails, staring at the sky through the 
glass. It was thick and gray. She knew it was going to rain soon and she wondered if their 
plan would still work. 
"KISS really stands for Knights in Service of Satan," Madison said, mimicking the 
guy on the video. She slid her glasses to the end of her nose and wiggled her eyebrows up 
and down the way the guy did when he got excited about Satan. 
"Shhh, they'll hear you." 
Ruth had known Madison since kindergarten. They were in different classrooms but 
both in Mr. Bent's group. Twice a week from kindergarten to third grade they went to Mr. 
Bent's office with two other girls to work out their problems at home. They played games. 
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Mr. Bent would either give them a word, like anger or shy, and they would act the word out 
in front of the group or Mr. Bent would show them a picture of a house, animal, or person 
and they would make-up a story about the picture. Ruth was always good at making up the 
stories and Madison was always good at acting out the words. 
Madison pulled the nails out of Ruth's windowsill. Before dinner, while Ruth's 
mother was cooking and Ruth's stepfather was watching television in the living room and 
Peter was in his bedroom with the door closed, Ruth and Madison stole Ruth's stepfather's 
hammer out of his toolbox in the basement. They used the back of the hammer to loosen the 
nails Ruth's stepfather hammered into Ruth's windowsill a few weeks before. Ruth's new 
Stepfather was a Born Again Believer, like Ruth's mother, and now Ruth's family had a way 
ofliving, which her stepfather called God's Hierarchy. Ruth's stepfather was the head of the 
household, even though he didn't have ajob. He was in charge of rules and discipline. He 
made lists of chores for everyone in the family. Peter was underneath their stepfather as the 
only other male in the house. Peter mowed the lawn. Ruth's mother was next and then 
Ruth. Mom made breakfast in the morning, taught kindergarten at the church during the day, 
and cooked dinner at night. Ruth was in charge of dishes, laundry, and vacuuming. They all 
cleaned their own rooms. When Ruth's stepfather caught Ruth hanging out with Peter's 
friends on the ledge outside her window instead of doing her chores, he nailed her window 
shut to keep Ruth in and boys out. 
Ruth helped Madison take the nails out of the wood. The nails came out easy now. 
They hid them under their pillows and waited. Ruth hadn't decided to leave because of the 
nails. She made the decision when her stepfather and mother started acting strange. More 
strange than usual. Late at night, when he thought Ruth was sleeping, her stepfather came in 
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her room. He stood in the darkness and watched Ruth. Sometimes he mumbled prayers over 
Ruth and sometimes he stroked her hair and face with his fingers. And lately Ruth's mother 
had been telling her friends at church that Ruth was dead. Ruth reasoned that her mother had 
mistaken her with her sister Naomi, who died when Ruth was little, but Ruth was scared 
anyway. She believed her stepfather had brainwashed her mother and that he was trying to 
brainwas~ her now too. Ruth knew she couldn't stay here, just as she knew Madison was the 
only one she could trust to get her out. 
By the time Ruth's mother, stepfather, and Peter went to bed, it was pouring outside. 
Big thick drops splattered against Ruth's window and lightning flashed through the black 
sky. Inside the house was quiet. Ruth got out of bed and tiptoed to the door. Her stepfather 
breathed heavy and her mother snored. Peter's bedroom door was open. Ruth peeked inside. 
His room was dark and silent. Ruth shut her door slowly. It creaked. She heard her 
stepfather rollover and his breathing slow. Ruth went back to her bed and sat on the edge, 
listening. No one got up. 
"Ready," Madison whispered. 
Ruth pressed her hands against the bottom of her window, waited for the thunder, and 
then pushed the window and screen open. She stuck her head out and looked down. 
"It's too high." 
"Get off the bed," Madison said, pulling at the comforter and sheets. 
Ruth got up and put her sneakers on, watching as Madison knotted the sheets 
together, making a long rope. Madison tied one end to the radiator next to Ruth's bed and 
threw the other out the window. 
"I'll go down first," she said. "If anything happens, I'll be there to catch you." 
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When Madison reached the ground, hanging for a few seconds before letting go to 
land on her feet, she waved for Ruth to follow. Ruth climbed out backwards. She held onto 
the window ledge with one hand and grabbed the sheets with the other, feeling for the side of 
the house with her feet. She tried to push off the house but her sneakers kept slipping. Her 
body smashed into the drain pipe, making loud banging sounds every time she hit against it. 
"Jump," Madison said. 
"1 can't." Ruth heard the sheets ripping and let go. She fell, landing in mud and 
water. 
"Let's move," Madison said. "Before they hear us." She held her hand out and 
pulled Ruth up. 
They ran through Ruth's front yard and down Bronze Street towards the woods and 
river, staying close to the side of the road so no one would see them. The rain pelted against 
Ruth's face, making it hard to see. And her shirt and shorts stuck to her skin, already 
drenched with water. When they reached Granite Street, they stopped to catch their breath. 
Ruth looked back at the house to see if any lights were on. It was still dark. Ruth thought 
the house looked fake from the outside, like a giant doll house with its pink paint and white 
shudders. She knew up close the paint was peeling off in strips and the house was covered 
with patches of ugly gray wood. But from here the house looked new, the paint fresh and 
shiny, like the rich houses on the other side of West Cord. As she stared at the house on 
Bronze street, Ruth wished she lived in one of those huge white houses on Oak Hill with one 
of those normal families. 
"Shit," Ruth said, remembering the supply bag she hid in her closet. "We forgot the 
bag." 
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"It's too late now." 
They started walking up Granite street. Granite Street was a dead end. The woods 
were behind the houses on the cul-de-sac. Ruth followed Madison through the side yard of 
the house at the very end and into the trees that lined the backyard. The woods were dark. 
Ruth wished they had the metal flashlight she packed in the supply bag now. She saw and 
heard things moving in the blackness. They stepped over wet leaves and branches that made 
crackling noises. The rain fell through the trees, fat drops that bounced off Ruth's head and 
ran into her eyes, reminding Ruth of the rock Madison's father pushed them off of when they 
were nine. At first, they were jumping off the smaller rocks into the deep part of the river. 
Ruth was scared to jump off the high one. The river looked so far down that she was 
convinced she would fall straight through and break her head on the hard earth underneath. 
She held Madison's hand and closed her eyes and Madison's father pushed them off. Ruth 
opened her eyes as she hit the water. She kept them open as she sank down and swam back 
up, feeling alive and invincible. When her head popped out of the river, rain,was coming 
down hard and fast. Ruth tilted her head back, like Madison, and caught the drops with her 
tongue. That was three years ago, before Madison's father left. Ruth had envied Madison. 
She had never even seen her real father. But after watching Madison cry in Mr. Bent's 
office, Ruth was glad she didn't have a father to miss. 
"We'll have to slide," Madison said, standing at the top of the embankment. 
Ruth sat down and used her hands and feet to crab-walk down the embankment like 
she had done in the woods behind her old house as a kid. She moved slowly, trying not to 
slip. Rocks and branches scraped against her bare arms and legs, digging into her skin. 
Madison reached the bottom before Ruth. She stood next to the river, waiting. 
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"We can follow the tracks straight into East Cord," Madison said. 
They had to climb up a smaller hill to get to the tracks. They pressed their bodies, 
wet with mud and rain, tightly against the earth and crawled. As they neared the tracks, Ruth 
tried to look up but all she could see was the distant street lamp that flickered yellow light 
through the rain. When they finally reached the top, Madison grabbed Ruth's arm and yanked 
her towards the train tracks. 
"Stay low," Madison whispered. 
They crept along the side of the tracks, listening to the black night moan. Main street 
was parallel to them, blocked only by a small forest of trees. Ruth could usually see the 
street from the tracks. But she'd never been on the tracks at night. And now the water made 
the trees appear thick, pushing the leaves down, over the hollow spaces, so she couldn't see 
through. Every now and then Ruth could hear a car in the distance, its tires screeching over 
the wet pavement. 
Ruth followed Madison. They stepped over gravel and broken beer bottles, moving 
toward the dark wooden structure in front of them. The train bridge was old, made from 
rusted metal and rotten wood. Ruth always hated crossing it. She was afraid it was going to 
collapse. She was afraid she was going to fall into the river and rocks below. When they 
reached the beginning of the bridge, Madison froze and fell to the ground, pulling Ruth down 
with her. With their stomachs flat against the dirt, they watched the small streams of light 
move up and down the tracks. 
"Flashlights. Cops," Ruth said, "There's four, five ... " 
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"Shut up," Madison said, exhaling the air that she had been trapping in her lungs. "I 
can't see anything through the rain, just lights. We're gonna have to run. If we go back down 
by the river, we can get under the bridge." 
Ruth couldn't feel her legs moving, but she knew that she was running. They dove 
over the hill, sliding into mud and rocks again. Ruth's legs struck the water, pulling her 
down, down, further into the blackness. The water was cold and empty. She could feel it in 
her mouth, choking her, and she wondered if this was drowning. Ruth had imagined herself 
drowning before. Not in the river. In the pond behind her old house. She was under the 
water with Peter, holding her breath to see if she could last longer than him. She imagined 
herself floating to the bottom and getting stuck in the black gooey stuff she always hated 
touching. She opened and closed her mouth, gulping down water, but it kept coming, until 
she couldn't swallow any more. 
Madison reached down and dragged Ruth out of the water by her shirt. She put her 
arm around Ruth's waist and waited while Ruth caught her breath. They were no more than 
a hundred yards from the base of the bridge. They walked slowly, leaning against each other. 
The river cut West Cord and East Cord into halves, charging for hundreds and 
hundreds of miles through Tin Country. Ruth was born in Tin country, so was Madison. The 
country sounded like tin, hollow and sharp. It was shaped like a gigantic bowl that was 
cracked in the center. Ruth lived on the west side of the crack and Madison lived on the east. 
Where Ruth lived people never missed work, they went to church on Sundays, and they had 
neighborhood outings at least twice a month. Where Madison lived people were gray, they 
lived in small gray houses, and sat on long gray porches. The wooden bridge, built sometime 
in the 1930s, prevented the bowl from cracking all the way through. 
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On summer afternoons, Ruth and Madison would meet under the bridge. They would 
climb up the triangular cement towers that served as supports. They would hide in the 
shadows of the caves at the top of the supports, leaning against the earth walls that were 
formed out of the sides of the embankment. They would swing from the sharp metal wires 
that crisscrossed under the bridge, their feet dangling over the river. Even though Ruth had 
difficulty crossing over the top, she always felt safe underneath the bridge with Madison. 
Maybe because the distance to the river was less or maybe because she was next to Madison. 
Together they would hang, waiting for a train to pass. The bridge would shake, throwing 
their bodies like an amusement park ride. They would scream and laugh, until tears fell from 
the comers of their eyes. 
But tonight, under the bridge, Ruth and Madison were silent. Their white sneakers 
stuck in the gray mud that was littered with thousands of silver-white pebbles. The pebbles 
sipped from the edge of the river and then dissolved into its waves. Ruth shoved her Keds 
against the triangular incline, lifting her body onto the ledge with the belly of her arms. She 
pulled Madison up and they crouched in the cave. They listened, sucking their breath in. 
tty ou're fucked," Madison said, their laughter echoing against blackness. 
"I need a cigarette." 
Madison forced her pockets open, pulling out a box of wet matches and a handful of 
white tea candles. She scraped the match heads against the side of the box, watching them 
crumble into black ash. 
"Where you get those?" Ruth asked. 
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"Stole 'em from your house. You're really fucked," she repeated. "Your mother's 
gonna kill you and then pray over your dead body." Madison tossed the candles into the 
river when they wouldn't light. 
"She won't find me." 
"We left the window open with her sheets hanging out." 
"They shouldn't have nailed it shut." 
"They'll find your bag and think you signed yourself over to the devil." 
"Fuck 'em." 
Madison's red jean shorts wrapped over her knees as she crossed them Indian-style. 
The dark red frays hung over the sides of her thighs, making her skin look whiter. Ruth lay 
her head in Madison's lap and watched the river swallow the rain, wondering if this river led 
into the Milky Way too. Ruth had read a story in school about the Milky Way. In the story, 
the Milky Way was really a river in the sky that divided the sky in two, separating the Ox 
boy and Weaver girl. Some rivers on earth led into the Milky Way and the Ox's fields and 
the Weaver's island. Madison scratched her fingers over Ruth's head, lost in her own river. 
"Do you think they're still there?" Ruth asked. 
"What?" 
"The cops. You think they're on the tracks?" 
"It's been awhile." 
"Where we gonna go?" 
"We could go to my house 'til morning. Then you can hide out in my family'S old 
apartment. No one lives there yet and the back window's still broken." 
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The lights coated the steel rails with an orange blood, oozing yellow into the broken 
rocks. Ruth watched the earth eat the shattered streams, sucking them into her roots. 
Madison laughed and shoved her hands into Ruth's sides. 
"We're assholes. Those aren't flashlights. They're street lamps." 
They crossed the bridge, crouched, running. The wood creaked, scraping against 
metal and rust. They listened for the hom of a train. Madison dove off the end of the bridge, 
dragging Ruth into a jungle of thorn bushes. 
The highway was in front of them. It was dark, with green shadows dancing over 
chipped tar. They followed it into East Cord, where the path curved into Ashtown. Ashtown 
was the armpit of Tin Country. In 1968, a dam broke, washing all the people out. They 
never came back. It was a graveyard of collapsed houses and empty fields. Ruth's mom 
grew up in Ashtown, but it was different then. She said it used to be a small historic town 
that looked nothing like its name. Clean white wooden buildings stretched over small 
cobblestone streets. Ruth's grandparents owned a tiny brewery on the outskirts of the town. 
They made their own beer. Ruth's mom kept a bottle of it in the back of their pantry. It was 
deep brown with black chunks glued to its bottom. When Ruth shook it, the chunks broke 
apart, swimming through the brown liquid like the tadpoles Ruth and Madison sometimes 
caught in sawed offmilkjugs. 
Ruth didn't know much about her mother's family, even though her mother 
sometimes talked about them. Ruth's mother was always lying. And Ruth couldn't tell what 
was truth anymore. Ruth's mother once told Ruth that her grandparents had six children, 
three horses, and a house. Ruth's mom used to ride, but she stopped a long time ago. Ruth 
thought it was when her grandmother died. Ruth's mom was sixteen. When she came home 
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from school, she found her mother sprawled across the front steps, dead. Her face was 
smashed in and her neck was snapped. The police investigated. They thought that Ruth's 
grandfather killed her, but they never got the chance to arrest him. He disappeared. That 
was when Ruth's mother left Ashtown and found God in West Cord. Ruth's mom said the 
case was still open. 
Madison broke the lock of a storage bam in Cattle Courts with a rock. They dumped 
out boxes and trash bags, looking for dry clothes. Ruth found a stack of yellow newspapers, 
tied in dusty blue twine. They wrapped the newspapers against their shoulders, soaking up 
the wet that was stuck to their bodies. Madison wiped the paper over the straight red hair 
that was streaked across the lenses of her glasses. She sat on the mound of paper, dripping. 
Ruth read the headline of one from October 7, 1933. A Fire Takes Twenty Six Lives. 
"Listen to this," Ruth said. "At 11 :20 AM, a fire broke out in Salvation Church, 
leaving twenty-six dead and twelve injured." 
"I guess nobody's safe, not even God's children." 
"Imagine that. All those people up there prayin' for life and God comes along and 
wipes 'em all out." 
"I wonder how your mother would explain this one." 
"They was all sinners, prayin' to Satan. God punished them, saving us from their lies." 
"You sounded just like her." 
When they had soaked up some of the water on their clothes and bodies, they left 
Cattle Courts using the paths in the woods behind the apartments. The paths led to a small 
shopping plaza next to the East Cord train depot. They went into Jack's to steal cigarettes. 
The cashier was there, staring at them with chocolate stuck to the sides of his mouth. He was 
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flipping pennies into a ripped plastic cup. Ruth knocked the cigarette rack into the ice-cream 
bin, shoving a pack inside her sleeve, while the cashier leaned over the counter to pick up the 
fallen boxes. Madison bought a bag of salt and vinegar chips and a jar of sour dill pickles. 
They sat on the sidewalk, their backs propped up against the store window. Ruth sucked on a 
pickle, a Camel waiting behind her left ear. 
"Do you think you can swim down the Milky Way?" Ruth asked, tracing the 
constellations with her finger. 
"Sure, why not?" Madison said. 
"How?" 
"Jump in the river." 
Madison stood up and walked over to the pay phone in the parking lot. She leaned 
against the metal shelf in the phone booth, her right elbow caught in the silver cord. 
Watching Madison with her big goggle glasses and freckled skin, Ruth wondered where all 
her confidence came from. Ruth thought Madison looked a lot like her father. Her father 
was a tall, skinny man with red hair and a red beard and pale skin. Madison was tall, thin, 
and pale,just like her father. Ruth wondered if Madison got her confidence from him. 
Madison wasn't afraid of anything besides maybe her mother and even that was different. 
She took care of her mother. Even though she blamed her mother for making her father leave 
and even though her mother beat her sometimes when she was drunk, Madison loved her 
mother. She would never run away. Ruth didn't fully understand it. She just knew that 
when she was with Madison she didn't feel afraid anymore. With Madison, Ruth could jump 
off the high rock, swing under the train bridge, steal cigarettes, and talk about anything 
without feeling stupid or crazy. When Ruth told Madison about the demons her mother 
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talked to, Madison didn't laugh or make fun of her. She listened and that was all Ruth really 
wanted. Someone to understand. 
Ruth lit a cigarette and listened to a dozen trucks roar and grumble. The trucks halted 
in front of the store, shivering as the air was released from their metal tubes. Madison looked 
at the trucks through the glass, dropping the phone onto the shelf, with her finger pressed 
against the hook. 
"We're set, there's no answer. Let's ask them for a ride." 
"But, they're truckers!" 
"Annnd ... your mother's full of shit, so?" 
"I don't trust... " 
"I'll ask and we'll decide after we see who's going to East Rhine Land ." 
It was three in the morning. They pushed into the tom black seats of a white 
newspaper truck, with blue lettering painted across its sides. A young man, with knotted 
blond hair and a blue baseball cap, sat next to them. The wheel slid over his black pants, 
stained with mud and ash. They drove down Iron Street, water bubbling on the windshield. 
Brown leaves fastened to the paint and wet glass. The man threw a burnt match out the 
window and sucked on the end of his Marlboro. 
"Why you two out so late? Hope you're not run-a-ways." 
"No, just going from her house to my house," Madison answered. 
"It's almost four." 
"We've beenjumpin' parties all night," Madison lied. 
"How old are you?" 
"Fifteen," Madison lied again. 
"You hitchhike often?" 
"Sometimes. " 
"I have a sister your age." 
"Really?" Ruth exhaled. 
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"You have to be careful. Never know whose car you're getting into." 
They crossed the East Rhine Land line, the exhaust thumping out chunks of black 
smoke. Neon fast food signs mingled with wooden apartment houses. People sat on slanted 
porch stoops, drinking gin from clear bottles. They watched the hands of the bank clock, 
circling, marking the close of the night. The man parked in front of the Grain Store, Madison 
held Ruth's hand and they jumped out of the truck. It was a fifteen minute walk to Madison's 
house. They walked down Copper Road, their arms linked, their feet marching in unison. 
When they reached Madison's apartment, Madison unlocked her backdoor with the 
spare key her mother hid under the mat on the back steps. Inside her apartment was dark. 
"Anyone here?" she said. 
There was no answer. 
They went straight into the bathroom and locked the door. Madison turned the hot 
water in her bathtub on and flicked the metal switch to close the drain. While the tub was 
filling, they took their wet clothes off and put them in the corner. Madison squeezed 
raspberry soap into the water, letting it get real bubbly before turning the faucet off. Ruth 
stuck her toes in, pulling them back out quickly. 
"Shit," Ruth screamed. "It's hot." 
"Wuss," Madison smiled, stepping into the tub. She sat with her head leaning against 
the corner of the wall and her legs hanging over the side of the tub. 
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Ruth got in the other side and copied Madison. The warm raspberry bubbles swam 
through the water wrinkles that had formed over Ruth's palms and fingers. The soap burned 
inside the cuts and scrapes on her legs and arms but the warmth of the water made up for it. 
Ruth's feet hung over the tub, as she created shadows of butterflies on the tan linoleum floor. 
Ruth and Madison put their heels together, making wings that flapped when they wiggled 
their toes. Madison let her feet drop against the side of the tub and then flung a handful of 
soap clouds into Ruth's face, chuckling like an old English woman. She cocked her head and 
spoke in a high shrill voice, with an English accent. Madison's hands flapped to the beat of 
her words. Midway through her monologue on tea and top hats, she transformed into a high-
society French lady with a soap hat. 
"C'est magnijique, mademoiselle," Madison giggled. 
"Tu es bete," Ruth said, American dripping off her tongue. 
"Tu es bete," Madison mimicked with poise. 
Madison could mimic just about anything. She was good with sounds, with 
languages. Ruth liked her southern belle best. And her mother voice. She sometimes called 
them out of school. It worked every time. Ruth told Madison that she should be an actress. 
One of those rich Hollywood women, who have walk-in closets and other people to do their 
make-up. In second grade, their teacher assigned them famous people to research and act 
out. Madison got Helen Keller. She came to class in a potato sack that double wrapped 
around her body. She walked around the classroom, eyes closed, feeling everybody's faces. 
Madison was screaming "waaaator," in a slow retarded voice, just like the girl did in the 
movie. Their teacher wasn't impressed but Ruth knew Madison had talent. 
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They tied the maroon towels across their chests and drew squigglies in the bathroom 
mirror. Ruth followed Madison into the kitchen, with a moist cigarette hanging from her 
bottom lip and Madison's mom's bronze shell ashtray in her hand. 
"Got a light?" 
"There's matches in the junk draw. Want a pickle and mustard sandwich?" 
"With cheese." 
Ruth never drank rum before, only Bud Light and cooking sherry. The cooking 
sherry was a mistake. They thought that it was red wine, until they started coughing up red 
globs. They still finished the bottle. When they were done with their sandwiches, Madison 
poured out two glasses of the clear brown liquid that she had stolen from her mom's closet. 
She handed them to Ruth, filling up a plastic cup with Pepsi. They went back into the 
bathroom and locked the door. Madison hid the bottle in the cabinet under the sink and then 
sat on top of the plastic peach toilet seat. Ruth stood above her, twirling her glass, watching 
the rum swirling into a whirlpool. Madison clutched the cup, her fingers pushing the plastic 
into the Pepsi. She raised her glass to Ruth. The hot liquid slid down their throats. It burned 
a hole in Ruth's stomach, the taste lingering on the roof of her mouth. Ruth gulped the Pepsi, 
until she could feel it sizzling in her nostrils. 
"What do you think we'll be like ten years from now?" Madison asked. 
"We'll be far away from here, living in a big house, surrounded by evergreens." 
"Do you think I'll be like my mother?" 
"Do you think I will?!' Ruth laughed. 
"We should own a coffee shop. It will have fuzzy purple and green couches." 
"And bands will play on the weekends." 
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"We could call it Madison and Ruth's Dream Cup." 
"Or Comfortably Numb Coffee, like the song." 
Ruth could feel the rum cleaning out her brain, like a squeegee wiping across a 
windshield. Madison knocked over the bottles in her medicine cabinet, looking for the jar of 
cartoon vitamins that tasted like flavored sugar. She cupped a box of razors in her hand, with 
a silly smile pasted on her face. 
"We're practical sisters. We should make it afficial," Madison slurred. 
"A blood pact, sealed in rum." 
"Everyone pricks their fingers, so let's write our names. That way it will be 
different. " 
Madison pressed the corner of the razor into the soft skin that curved over Ruth's 
shoulder blade. She carved an upper case M in thick straight lines. Ruth's skin jumped. It 
was a dull pain that died before Madison finished wiping up the small streams of blood, 
forcing themselves out of the cuts in Ruth's back. Madison taped a collage of cotton balls 
over the wound with long strips of masking tape. Ruth pushed back Madison's damp hair 
and began her R. 
"Did you hear something?" Madison asked, as her blood soaked into the toilet paper 
Ruth was holding against her shoulder. 
"Stop moving." 
"What if it's your mother?" 
Madison turned over the clothes hamper. A mesh of brown socks, flowered panties, 
and yellow stained tee-shirts rolled across the floor. She handed Ruth a pair of dark green 
sweat pants that bulged in the knees and a long black cotton shirt with her mom's name sewn 
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over the right pocket. Madison's towel fell into the pile, catching on her ankles and toes. 
She pulled a yellow and white spotted night shirt over her head. It looped over her knees in 
small circular ruffles that broke across the blond hairs sticking out of her legs. 
Ruth opened the bathroom door and stared into the living room. It was crawling with 
blue shadows. Orange light seeped through the edges of the gray window hangings, 
splattering into translucent faces that grinned into the lavender carpet. They crept onto the 
brown couch, watching, laughing. Ruth stumbled into them, searching for the clock. It was 
past six. Her mother's alarm would be sounding in twenty minutes. She would make herself 
a glass of herbal tea and then climb back up the stairs, using only the heels of her feet. The 
tub water would pour out in hot gushes, filling the tiny room with a thin white fog. She 
would sit in the murky water, talking to herself with her head propped against the layer of 
slime that coated their off-white bath. She would sing hymns, in an high scratchy voice that 
she called soprano, and forget to put her towel on. Naked, dripping, she would pound her 
small fist against Ruth's door. She would open it and run her hand over the pink wall, 
grasping for the light switch. It would be less than two hours before she found them missing. 
Ruth knew Madison was afraid that Ruth's mother and stepfather would come here 
looking for them. That they would find Ruth and Madison drunk in the bathroom and tell 
Madison's mother. They would accuse Madison of worshipping the devil and never let Ruth 
see her again. That was what they did with Ruth's other friends. Sometimes Ruth didn't 
know if Madison was more afraid of Ruth's mother and stepfather or her own mother. When 
her mother found the rum bottle, she would beat Madison purple. Ruth saw her do it once. 
Madison had stolen a pack of cigarettes from her mother's drawer. Her mom hit her with a 
wooden dough roller, until Madison's skin was covered in bright purple welts. Madison 
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didn't cry. She never cried when her mother hit her. She just bit down on her bottom lip real 
hard, until it bled a little. Ruth wished that she was as strong as Madison. Ruth tried, but she 
could never hold the tears in. Her mother and stepfather were too much for her. Their words 
had a way of sucking Ruth's soul out. 
Madison wanted to hide out in the basement, until the alcohol wore off. Once they 
built a fort down there out of pieces of wood that they found by the river and big green trash 
bags that Madison's mother used for leaf raking. They would pretend that they were in the 
dark forest that they always read about in stories. But they were never the princesses. The 
princesses were boring. They were magnificent. They rode on dragons, fought monsters 
with four heads and six arms, and ruled over the realm of fairies. They were always equal. 
They were lost sisters. They were changelings. 
They fell down the old wooden stairs, Madison clutching the half empty bottle of rum 
in her hands. The basement was dark and long. It smelled like moth balls that had been 
soaking in a bucket of vinegar. Madison's family shared it with four other residents. Steel 
wire cages, with Master locks, were shoved against the back wall, filled with brown boxes 
and Christmas decorations. 
Madison pulled herself onto the top of a pea-green dryer, wrapping her lips around 
the opening of the rum bottle. Her cheeks ballooned like a blow fish as she sucked the liquid 
into her throat. She handed it to Ruth, spitting leftovers onto the front of her gown. Ruth 
fumbled with the elastic that circled her waist, pushing the sweat pants over her knees. Ruth 
couldn't hold it any longer. She peed on the dirty cement floor and fell against a wire cage, 
sinking into the cement. Ruth watched the bright yellow streams carry away clumps of black 
dirt. She felt numb, like the cotton swabs that were taped to her back. Ruth tried to focus her 
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eyes on Madison's face, but Madison looked like a character from a cartoon. She was 
transforming into the Road Runner. 
"Beep, beep," Ruth giggled. 
"What?" 
"Beep, beep. You're the Road Runner." 
"Fuck you, silly rabbit." 
"No, I say, I say ... what do rabbits say?" 
"Rabbits don't say, they hop. I'll beep and you hop." 
They jumped around the room, back up the stairs, crashing into walls. Ruth banged 
her head into the support that grew out of the center of Madison's living room and fell 
backwards onto the couch. Madison yanked Ruth onto the floor, hurling couch pillows into 
her face and stomach. For that moment, they forgot about their mothers, about Sunday 
morning, about Tin Country, and about all the blackness. They only saw each other. 
Madison pulled the couch out, making a bed that sagged inward. She threw her body 
flat into its center. The bed creaked and banged, like a building toppling over. Ruth fell 
down next to her, their bodies parallel. They sank into sleep, with their foreheads touching. 
Their legs were crisscrossed and their arms were clung around each other, like the ash bodies 
captured behind glass walls in Pompeii that Ruth had once seen on the history channel. Ruth 
and Madison's breath mingled, twisting their spirits into one. 
When Ruth woke up, her mother was standing over her, her greenish-blue eyes 
staring into Ruth's open mouth. She was wearing a white dress, soaked in purple and blue 
flowers, and she smelled like lilies that had been cut in the rain. Ruth rubbed her eyes with 
the palms of her hands, allowing the yellow crust to crumble down the sides of her face. 
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"You made me miss church," Mom said. 
"Mom," Ruth choked, wanting to yell, wanting to call her a bitch. 
Ruth's mother grabbed Ruth's arm, twisted it. She mangled it with her nails, lifting 
Ruth's body and pushing it into the side of the couch. Ruth reached for Madison. Her 
mother pulled her away. 
They drove home in silence. Ruth's mother stared at the road. She was dressed and 
ready for church with her blond hair curled in tight puffs against her head and her make-up 
bright and colorful. Her eyelids were painted blue and her lips and cheeks very pink. Ruth 
wondered why her mother had bothered. She must have known they were gone before she 
got ready. Then Ruth realized it was guilt. Her mother was always trying to make her feel 
guilty. Ruth had not only disobeyed her parents. She had disobeyed God. She had broken 
two Commandments. "Honor thy father and mother" and "keep the Sabbath holy." But Ruth 
didn't believe in God anymore. Why should she? He took everything important to her away 
and now he was taking Madison too. 
Ruth turned away from her mother and stared out the window. The rain had stopped. 
It was sunny and still. Everything seemed fake. Ruth knew she wouldn't see Madison again. 
Not ever. Like Naomi, Madison was dead now. Ruth pushed her hand under the collar of 
her shirt and pulled the cotton balls off her shoulder, letting them fall onto the seat. As she 
fingered the thin scabby lines on her back, she felt like she was at the bottom of the pond, 
being swallowed by the blackness. 
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Sacrament 
They sat at the green table in Ruth's kitchen, staring at each other, at the table, at the 
off white caps in two even piles. Priest picked at the skin that lined his fingernails, waiting 
for Ruth. His mother did that, picked her fingers. She used to sit on the couch in her sky 
blue bata, smiling at Ruth softly as her fingers worked over the clear skin. She would listen 
to Ruth talk about her screwed up family or broken past, her very long hair brushing against 
her calves, sometimes releasing her fingers to run them through Ruth's hair or over Ruth's 
thigh. Priest was a good listener too but sometimes Ruth thought he didn't hear. 
"I'm nervous," Ruth said. They hadn't done this in a while. 
"Me too," Priest said, picking more ferociously. 
The mushrooms were dry and shriveled like little white twigs that bulged at the top. 
Dean left the mushrooms for them. Ruth's roommate. He said they came from Oregon. He 
usually sold KB or Hydro. Mushrooms were hard to find. 
"Dean take some yet?" Priest asked. 
"I think so," Ruth said. 
Dean was out making drops. He said he'd be back in an hour. Ruth picked up a stem 
and twirled it between her thumb and index finger. She felt funny, sick in her stomach. It 
was a dull, hollow ache, just painful enough to bother her. She lit a cigarette and stared at 
Priest, hoping he'd see it in her face, in the slight shake of her hands. But Ruth's hands were 
always shaking. Priest's eyes were fixed on the table. 
"Fuck it, right?" he said, popping a cap into his mouth. 
Then it was Ruth's turn. She bit into one. It had an odd taste, plain and chalky. She 
tried to finish the rest quickly, choking a little as they slid over her tongue, bunching in her 
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throat. Ruth forgot she didn't eat much that day. She got up and poured a glass of water, 
downing it in gulps, hoping that it would take the taste out of her mouth. She refilled the 
glass and handed it to Priest. "Now, we wait," Ruth said, sitting back down. 
Ruth stretched her legs over his lap, flipping through the magazines that were neatly 
stacked in the corner of the table. Mushrooms usually took a half hour to hit but Ruth 
already felt them exploding in her stomach. She spread the magazines across the table, 
listening to the gurgling noise that was making its way up her throat and back into her mouth. 
She was going to throw up but she couldn't move. Her coordination was gone. She could 
taste the acids sizzling over her tongue. Ruth grabbed Priest's water and swallowed hard. 
"Do you feel anything?" she hiccuped, gasping for air. 
"Not really." 
"I don't feel so good." 
"It'll pass," he said, standing up. "Do you want a wet washcloth?" 
"Yes," Ruth said, nodding her head slowly. 
"I'll be right back." 
But he didn't come back. The sickness faded into that funny feeling, the feeling that 
something was missing, not a person or even a real thing. It was just a brokeness that hung 
in Ruth's gut, making her feel empty or scared or just confused. So she laughed nervously 
and dug her nails into her palms, wondering what Priest was doing. Ruth imagined him 
sitting on the bathroom floor, Indian-style, holding the wet washcloth in his hands, forgetting 
why he had it. He was laughing too but it was a different type of laugh. It was a sensible 
laugh. He knew, like he always knew, that the trip would pass in a couple of hours and 
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everything would be normal again. That was what Ruth liked about Priest. He was 
impulsive but reasonable. 
They met at a house party in the Bronx two years before. Ruth was sitting on the 
porch, smoking a cigarette, looking through the gray fog for the stars. "You can't see them," 
he said, sitting down next to her. He told Ruth about his grandmother in Puerto Rico. He 
said that late at night, when his grandmother thought everyone was sleeping, she would stand 
barefoot in the front yard, talking to the stars. He said she was a witch, that he saw her 
disappear once. Ruth told him she didn't have any family. Later he told Ruth not to dwell in 
the past. 
But Ruth's mother was dead now. And Peter was gone. He was at Tufts in Boston, 
studying to be a doctor. Ruth sometimes blamed Peter for their mother's death. She died 
when Peter left for college instead of becoming a minister. He had always promised their 
mother he would be a minister. Peter was too scared to tell Mom the truth. That he didn't 
believe in God. That he wanted to be rich rather than serve the church. Peter didn't even tell 
their mother that he had applied to colleges or that he had been accepted to Tufts with a full 
scholarship, until his bags were packed and he was walking out the door to catch a train into 
Boston. After Peter left, their mother fell apart completely. She told Ruth the demons were 
everywhere. They came to her while she was sleeping, they attacked her in the shower, they 
followed her to work. And when Ruth's mother died, she passed her demons onto Ruth. 
Now Ruth lit another cigarette, watching her hands carefully. They were moving in 
trails, the whole room was moving in trails. As the smoke swam out of Ruth's mouth like 
jelly fish, she tried to figure out where it all went wrong. She thought of her mother. Ruth 
imagined her mother in her white church dress with the tiny blue and yellow flowers, smiling 
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that big pink smile that made Ruth feel so warm when she was a kid. Ruth tried to remember 
what her mother was like when Ruth was a little girl. But it was so hard to think now. Ruth 
watched the jelly fish tum slowly over a National Geographic's ad, transforming the galaxy 
into a movie. The stars shot out ofthe photograph in a mist that spiraled to the kitchen 
ceiling. 
Ruth wished Dean were back. It seemed like he had been gone for a long time. His 
absence bothered her. It hung over her the way the brokeness hung in her gut. She thought 
that he could make her whole again. He always knew how to calm people when they were 
fucked up. 
A couple years ago Ruth was staying at the "Mansion," a big run down house in 
Queens. Dean found her on the couch in the basement, trying to scratch her skin off. Ruth 
had taken some bad acid. She thought ants were crawling all over her body, slowly eating 
away at her flesh. Dean sat next to Ruth on the couch. She didn't remember what he said 
but it made the ants go away. He stayed with her until the acid wore off, talking in a low, 
steady voice that calmed her. 
Ruth looked at her hands again. They were shaking violently. She hated herself for 
that. She was afraid of everything. She was afraid of herself. Ruth blamed her mother for 
the fear. It had gotten worse since her mother died. 
"How you feeling?" Priest said, walking into the kitchen with the washcloth in his 
right hand. He was squeezing it tightly, forming it into a little tan ball. He straightened his 
arm out and dropped it on the table in front of Ruth, mumbling words that crumbled off his 
tongue like numbers in an algebra problem. Ruth watched his body sway. His limbs moved 
in an awkward rhythm, repeating the same motions over and over again. And then he fell 
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into an oak chair, his upper body breaking against the green paint chips that were dancing 
across her kitchen table. Priest balanced his elbows on the table and cupped his -face in his 
hands. His black goatee made his lips look red, and the small pinkish-white triangular scar at 
the top of his forehead was bright against his brown skin. 
Ruth tried to form the sentences that were gurgling in the bottom of her throat but 
useless words sputtered out of her mouth. She knew that she was about to peak. She was 
losing her grasp on reality and it terrified her. She watched Priest's head bob in his hands as 
if it were an apple floating in a bucket of water, murky from children's lips and teeth. His 
black curly hair twisted into a brown angular face that was heavy in broken knowledge. 
"Where's Dean?" He tried to smile but his skin bubbled, a balloon spilling helium. 
"Don't know," Ruth said, standing, her legs wobbling through the living room and 
into the bedroom. 
Priest followed Ruth, falling onto the bed, pulling her down with him, kissing her. 
His hands pressed against the bottom of Ruth's shirt, pushing it up, over her chest and neck. 
His lips were warm. They skipped over the back of her neck, moving across her shoulder 
and down to her stomach. He unbuttoned her pants, sliding them to the floor. His tongue 
tickled at first. He moved back up Ruth's body until their faces were level again. Ruth 
undressed him, pulling him into her. Their bodies were malleable. Like liquid wax, their 
scents and colors dipped into each other, creating a sculpted brown and white candle. They 
melted into the white cement walls that fixed over their skin and they were stuck for a 
century. 
Afterward Priest held a Newport between his lips, allowing his saliva to eat into the 
filter. He sat on the edge of the bed, naked. Ruth examined the long thick purple line on his 
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shoulder. Priest was embarrassed of the line. He thought it looked disgusting. He hated to 
take his shirt off in front of people, even Ruth. But right now he didn't seem to care. She 
looked at the line closely for the first time. It curved along the front of his shoulder in a large 
horseshoe that sank into his skin like the brand marks she had seen in photos at a tattoo shop. 
When Ruth first noticed it, Priest told her it was a stretch mark from losing so much muscle 
and weight when he had mono in high school. Priest moved his arm and the line wrinkled. 
"Where's Dean?" he asked again, twisting a pink lighter in his palm. 
Ruth waited for him to light his cigarette and then left him, staring into nothing. She 
walked into the bathroom, remembering how Dean had told her before he left, before the trip 
began, not to look at the mirror. But Ruth wanted to see her image. She wanted it to stare 
back at her, whispering that she was normal. Ruth looked in the mirror above the sink. Her 
eyes were vacant black holes that oozed blood, like freshly picked scabs. Her flesh was 
dying. It breathed heavily and then rotted into spoiled beef. She could see the insects, 
worms and maggots, feasting on the strings of skin that hung loosely off her face. Ruth 
wondered if this is how her mother saw herself. Ugly, dirty, and alone. Sometimes Ruth 
hated her mother. In seconds she was gone, leaving Ruth with the ugliness, with the stupid 
fear. Ruth needed to get out of this apartment. Like Priest, she needed to find Dean. 
Ruth left the bathroom quickly, stumbling through the short dark hallway and back 
into the bedroom. Priest was sitting on the edge of the bed, where she had left him. His 
lanky body was frozen, motionless, caught in the modem sculpture of him that she had 
resurrected on the coffee table in the center of her bedroom. His image was somewhere 
captured in most of the artwork that still cluttered the walls and shelves of her apartment, 
rejected by the critics that eyed the galleries with a slanted pen. 
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"Can you drive?" Ruth said, pulling a pair of mud stained gray corduroys over her 
thighs. She tied her hair back with an elastic. 
Priest nodded, putting his jeans and tee-shirt back on. Ruth took the keys out of her 
pocket and tossed them to him. She turned the light off and they left the bedroom. 
Priest followed Ruth out of the apartment, locking the door behind them. Her car was 
parked a block away. They walked slowly, their feet sticking into the cement. Ruth kept her 
head down, avoiding the other people on the sidewalk, listening to Priest fumble the keys in 
his hands. Everything looked so bright and dirty outside. Ruth remembered that about 
mushrooms. They showed the disorder of the word in intense color. She watched the shiny 
blue high heels, the very white sneakers, the dark orange work boots drown in the cigarette 
butts, candy wrappers, crumpled paper, and dull gray sidewalk. Her mother was like the 
shoes. So bright in her pink make-up and flowered dresses that she couldn't last. She 
couldn't swim out of the chaos. 
When they reached the car, Priest unlocked the passenger door for Ruth. He got in 
the driver's side and shoved the keys into Ruth's paintless Firebird that was sanded to its 
original gray base. It hissed and rattled and then backfired a gun shot. A block of empty 
faces turned to watch, waiting for their blood to spray out of a bullet hole and splatter like 
paint across the dashboard and windshield. Ruth's car groaned into the city's congested ear 
and the faces glanced at the pavement in disappointment. 
Priest and Ruth drove through Alphabet City, listening to the people moan through 
the bars of their gridlock cage as if they were speaking through an AM station on the radio. 
She told herself that they were driving through the dusty roads of Texas and that the little 
girls that lined the streets with short neon skirts and painted faces were like the little Texas 
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beauty queens she had seen on television, waiting to charm the pageant judges. But the girls 
shivered in a New York fog that hung over their shoulders like an old shawl. Their mascara 
dripped off of their eyelashes and ran into their little mouths, coated in a foam of semen. 
Priest's arm floated out of the car window, a dead tree branch that was still attached to 
the trunk by a flap of dry bark. He swerved under the FDR, stopping in front of a huddle of 
Chinese kids, smoking a blunt next to a Pathmark. Ruth couldn't remember if she knew 
them, until Priest's disembodied arm formed an arrow that pointed at a kid with bleached hair 
and red pants that were ballooning with hot air. 
"Yo, where's Dean at?" Priest said, his speech transforming into street slang that he 
rarely used when talking to Ruth. 
"Yo, son, Priest. Where you been at?" Anthony said, walking over to Priest's 
window, with the blunt cupped in his left hand. "Take a hit of this shit, son. I'm blazed." 
Priest sucked the pale smoke into his lungs like a vacuum and spit it out of his nostrils 
in a straight stream. He passed it to Ruth. She let the smoke sizzle against the lining of her 
cheeks, turning it with her tongue as it seeped out of her lips. 
"What's up with you, you fucked up?" 
"She cool," Priest answered for Ruth. "You seen Dean around?" 
"Son, he up at the Strip, flossing his shit." 
"We out." 
Ruth picked at a blue fungus that lined her hands, as they crossed the 59st bridge. 
She thought about Priest's mother sitting on the couch, listening. But there was a silence, an 
eerie silence, that reminded Ruth of the fairy tales her own mother read her before her mother 
died in the pages of a black motel Bible. Ruth's mother was reading First Corinthians 13:11-
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13 and, like a resounding gong on a clanging cymbal, she banged a bullet into her loveless 
head. Don't dwell in the past, Ruth whispered to herself, looking at Priest. But Ruth didn't 
have a family, not like him. He had a mother and a father and a brother and baby sisters and 
a grandmother who talked to the stars. Ruth had a curse, a bloody image, the broken shell of 
a woman, that made her see everything's ugliness. And she clutched that ugliness, afraid to 
let go, afraid of herself, afraid that she was like her mother. 
Priest once told Ruth that she still had Peter. He was her brother. He was family. 
But Priest didn't understand. No one had Peter. Peter only cared about himself. He used 
people to get what he wanted, just like he used Ruth when they were growing up. Then he 
left. The last time Ruth saw Peter was at their mother's funeral. Ruth met him at the train 
station in East Cord an hour before the ceremony. He stepped off the train in a fancy blue 
suit he borrowed from his roommate. He had no bags. He told Ruth he couldn't stay long, 
just until the funeral was over. In Ruth's car, on the way to the graveyard in Ashtown where 
their grandmother and Naomi were buried and where their mother would soon be buried, 
Peter smiled and talked about his classes and his new wealthy friends and the girl he was 
dating. He said she was at Harvard. Her father was a judge. Her mother a lawyer. But Peter 
never once mentioned their mother's suicide. He didn't even ask how Ruth was doing. In 
the graveyard, Peter stood next to Ruth with his hands folded neatly in front of him and his 
face straight, pretending to be sad, like he used to pretend to be holy at church with their 
mother. And after the funeral, he was gone. Ruth tried to call him before she moved to New 
York. She left a message on his answering machine. But he never got back to her. 
The Strip was throbbing, a clogged artery. Priest pulled into the Greek section. Lia 
was sitting on a blue and yellow Ducatti, waiting for someone to take her for a ride. She 
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waved her helmet at Ruth and leapt off the bike. Lia's black hair washed down her back, 
forming the patterns in an ancient tapestry. She walked over to Ruth's window and crouched 
down. 
"Hey girl, you want me to get you a ride?" Lia said, sparking up a cigarette. 
"Na, I'm looking for Dean." 
Lia's upper body slid through the window, until her eyes were level with Ruth's. She 
clasped her hands around Ruth's face and looked into Ruth's hollow sockets, with tobacco 
stuck to her straight yellow teeth. She kissed Ruth's cheek and laughed a simple melody into 
Ruth's left ear. 
"Take care of my girl," Lia whispered to Priest in a tiny voice, "Dean's wit Willito." 
Willito lived in Spanish Harlem, two blocks from Priest's family. Priest jammed on 
the gas and drove the Strip, his foot pressing the petal into the orange rug that covered the 
floor. Ruth tried to isolate the faces but they drowned in the river with the city's pollution 
and unwanted trash. 
As they rolled back into the City, Ruth was lost in a game Priest and she were playing 
with the street lights. "Greeeen, no red," they screamed, laughing through the red light, tires 
screeching into Madison Ave. 
Priest double parked in front of a six-story apartment building with barred windows 
on 115th and Lex. Willito sat on his stoop, selling nickels of dirt. His dark brown hair was 
smashed under an oversized red Yankees' cap. Pieces pushed out of the cap in long straight 
strands that fell into Willito's eyes and down his round baby face. 
"Where Dean at?" Priest said, getting out of the car. 
"What up? Dean just broke out." 
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"Vamosnos," Priest called, pulling Ruth onto the sidewalk. 
They walked to Priest's parents' apartment, Ruth's feet floating over the blocks, 
never touching the cement. The eyes on the street stared at Ruth, hissing. She thought they 
wanted to eat her body and spit chunks of her pink flesh on to the Midtown sidewalks, where 
the rich white could walk over their white trash. 
Priest slipped his license over the lock on the outer door of his family's apartment 
building and pushed Ruth into the inner corridor. The black and gray geometric shapes 
jumped off of the linoleum and crunched against each other, trying to escape through the 
cracks in the ceiling and walls. 
"It all makes sense," Priest smiled, knowingly. "You feel like a pillar in a room full 
of numbers. The numbers pounding against the pillar, all trying to fit." 
"That's it. There's so much trying to fit into the same space that I can't make sense of 
it all." 
Priest's parents were asleep, with their bedroom door slightly open. It smelled warm 
and safe, like left over rice and beans and platanos soaking in ketchup. Carramia, Priest's 
baby sister, was wrapped in a sheer pink and yellow flowered sheet, partially asleep on the 
sala floor. A huge television thumped out the noises of an exotic jungle, as purple elephants 
and blue horses marched across the screen. Carramia was five. She was as white as a 
porcelain doll, with black ringlets that curved down her tiny back, halting at the end of her 
spine. She was beautiful, like an unblemished pearl at the bottom of a wild ocean. Her black 
eyes looked up at Ruth, covered in sleep and she giggled. 
"Asshole," she smiled, lifting up her small hand, with her middle finger raised at 
them. 
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Ruth slid her feet under the edge of Carramia's sheet and watched the animals prance 
in a circle, soggy noodles drowning in a pasty orange soup. Priest went into his bedroom and 
turned the light on. He left the door open. Ruth could see him stuffing clothes and books 
into an old green backpack. He had to swallow thirty pages of John Locke and spit them 
back into ten pages of English before Tuesday. He was a sophomore at John Jay, the first 
one in his family to go to college. They called him white boy or college boy on his block but 
it wasn't really an insult. The people from his block were his family too and he was studying 
to help them. Priest said he was going to be a lawyer, a public defender, which really meant 
an actor. He had a way about him, that contrast between impulse and reason, which made 
him know how to talk to people, to read them. He spoke in slang with his boys, in Spanish 
with the old people on his block, in standard English in his papers, and almost always con 
amor with Ruth. It was his confidence that Ruth loved and wanted. 
Carramia curled her body into Ruth's, digging her knees into Ruth's stomach and her 
head under Ruth's chin. She wiggled herself to sleep, breathing hot breath into Ruth's chest. 
Ruth rubbed Carramia's hair and back, remembering her mother. 
After Ruth's sister Naomi died, Ruth's mother used to pat Ruth's head and back until 
Ruth fell asleep. She would hum softly, her long skinny hands moving in small circles over 
Ruth's skin and hair. She would talk to Ruth sometimes, tell her stories about earthly 
princesses with berry crowns and long white dresses, fairies that danced through the stars, 
water nymphs whose whispers traveled over the rivers. She would wait until Ruth's eyes 
closed and her breath slowed to a steady rhythm. Then she would whisper into Ruth's ear 
and kiss the top of Ruth's head. Before leaving, she would switch the light off and stand in 
the darkness, watching Ruth's little body drift into sleep. Ruth would always fall asleep with 
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her mother still in the room, standing over her. Her mother's presence made her feel safe, 
protected. 
Ruth imagined the hotel room. She always saw it in red like a movie set with red 
lights that colored skin and props and air. Ruth pictured her mother sitting on the neatly 
made bed, Bible opened across her lap, dry eyes, she always had dry eyes, steady mechanical 
hands. She wouldn't have hesitated. She didn't like to pause. When Ruth was five, she told 
Ruth that Ruth was a rock, a boulder, and she was the wind. It was funny, the things Ruth 
remembered. Ruth wondered if she was in her mother's head before she blew it off. She 
kissed the top of Carramia's hair. 
When Priest and Ruth drove back into the Village, it was past five and the sun was 
starting to creep into the blackness. Soon it would spread over the blackness. VJ, Ruth's 
other roommate, was sitting on the couch, watching the Discovery Channel and taking bong 
hits, from a glass piece that had ocean creatures swimming around its base. 
"Dean back?" Priest asked, knowing the answer before he spoke. 
"Thought he was with you," VJ said, passing the bong to Ruth, with a lighter across 
the bowl. 
Ruth fell onto her red fuzzy couch, wrapping a fleece blanket around her shoulders. 
The smoke made Ruth feel alive again, releasing the mesh of broken wire that had been 
rattling around in her head and putting the cords back in their place. She watched VJ shuffle 
cards. VJ was a short thick boy with short spiky blond hair and a black cross tattoo on his 
upper arm. When he cut the cards quickly, the cross jumped up and down on his skin. Ruth 
took another hit from the bong and passed it to Priest. 
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As VJ dealt the cards out, the front door crashed open with a bang as if it had fallen 
off the hinges. The sirens bent through the silence. Dean slammed the door, bolted it. He 
tugged on the window blind and it whipped open. 
"That's for me," Dean said. 
Ruth looked at Dean, at the two police cars outside their window, at Priest and VJ 
frantically burying stuff under the couch, and she ran to the bathroom, locking herself in. 
Ruth looked in the mirror. Her pupils were still dilated. They were black and red and heavy. 
But her skin was smooth again. She almost looked normal. Ruth splashed water over her 
face, listening to the slams and thumps and voices banging through the floors and walls. The 
police were probably inside now. Ruth stared at her image in the mirror. She saw her 
mother's face. Her mother's skin was white and smooth. Still young. Her mother had bright 
eyes, big greenish-blue circles, and tiny lips pink with berry scented lipstick. Ruth still 
remembered her smell, sweet and sugary. Her mother was beautiful, like the princesses she 
described in her stories. Ruth ran her fingers over her face. She looked a lot like her mother 
now, only darker. But she felt like the pillar, the rock, her mother's boulder. The wind 
crashed into Ruth, chipping off chunks, sculpting her. And it was O.K. 
Ruth unlocked the bathroom door and stepped into the hallway. She could hear 
people digging through the living room and kitchen. The noises echoed through the short 
dark corridor. Ruth paused. Her hands were steady and calm. 
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Halfway 
The truck slows down and pulls to the curb. It's a yellow and blue Long Haul, half 
the size of an 18-wheeler. A skinny man in silver sunglasses and a black hoodie pushes the 
passenger door open. He is staring at Ruth and she wonders what he plans on doing to her 
once she gets inside. 
"Where to?" he says. 
Ruth steps off the curb and stands inside the open door. 
"Well," he says, still staring. 
She climbs in next to him, holding her backpack to her chest. "Oregon," Ruth says. 
She doesn't like sitting next to him. She's not going to talk, she decides, swallowing the salty 
blood taste in her mouth. She looks out the window instead and tries to make the tears go 
away. 
"I can take you as far as Iowa, that's just about halfway," he tells Ruth, pulling the 
truck back onto the road. 
* * * 
It started with Nick. Ruth was thirteen and terrified. She lived in West Cord but not 
the nice part. She lived in the section with all the apartment complexes, fast food restaurants, 
and auto shops, not far from the prison. Everyone called it the Sludge Hole. Nick lived on 
the same street as Ruth, in the same building. He was fifteen and cocky. He had light brown 
eyes and sandy hair that plopped over his head like an up-side-down salad bowl. 
It was summer. Ruth was sitting against the cement wall near the train tracks, 
popping Tylenol with her friend Katie. They were waiting for the train to pass and flatten the 
pennies they had arranged over the tracks. It was hot that day. Ruth's clothes stuck to her 
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skin and her hair to the sides of her face. She and Katie leaned their heads against the wall 
and puffed on the GPCs that Katie had lifted off her mother. 
"Ya know this is illegal," Katie said. "Puttin' pennies on the track. My brother says 
it can derail it." 
"Pennies can't derail a fuckin' train." 
"Fuck you, they can. People been arrested for puttin' things on the tracks." 
The ground rumbled, making the trees sway under the still sun. There was a loud 
whistle and Ruth saw the train pulling into the station. She watched the people in the plexi-
glass booth get up and straighten their clothes. A lady in a flowered sundress ran her fingers 
over the glass wall inside the booth, tracing the circle where one of Ruth's brother's bee bees 
got stuck. Ruth's brother Peter and his friends shot at the booth a couple months ago, leaving 
small circular welts in the glass. The woman in the sundress had big hands that swallowed 
the circle, covering it for a moment, before she stepped out onto the platform. The train 
squealed, stopping in front of the people. 
"A couple of Tylenol junkies out for an afternoon fix," Ryan said, scooping the empty 
bottle off Katie's lap. Ryan was a short boy with black hair and blue eyes. He lived on the 
first floor of Ruth's building, across from Nick. They were best friends 
Nick was behind Ryan, spitting dip into a coke can. He wiped the juice off his lips 
and smiled big, showing his crooked yellow teeth. There was a bottle of Bacardi sticking out 
of Nick's pants. He set it on the dirt. 
"Where'd you get that?" Katie asked. She brushed her long blond hair with her 
fingers like she always did when boys were around. Ruth thought it was a nervous habit. 
Boys didn't look at her hair anyway. They looked at her chest. Katie had the biggest boobs 
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out of all the girls in their class at school. Most of the other girls had nothing but nipples like 
Ruth. But Katie's boobs were round and full like a woman's. 
"Stole it from the liquor store downtown," Nick said. "Want some?" 
Ruth and Katie drank with them, swig for swig, until Ruth's eyes burned and her head 
felt dizzy. When the sun went down, they went back to their building. They sat in the first 
floor hallway. Nick sat next to Ruth. 
"We got two thirty packs out the backdoor before the clerk figured out what was 
going on," Nick said, telling Ruth another story about liquor store scams and stupid store 
clerks. "Follow me," he said, after awhile. "There's somethin' I got to show you." 
Nick took Ruth into the mailroom and kissed her. The mailroom was on the first 
floor, three doors down from Nick's apartment. It was small with a black and white 
checkered linoleum floor and a big wooden door that never closed completely. They stood in 
the middle of the room. Nick kissed Ruth again. Then he pulled her tank top up, over her 
head, touching her skin with his big rubbery fingers. He pushed Ruth against the cold metal 
mailboxes, undoing her belt, then button, then zipper. They were still standing when it 
happened. The metal dug into Ruth's back every time he pushed into her, his body and breath 
hot against her skin and face. He smelled sour like liquor and salt. Ruth closed her eyes. 
His noise was loud like the sound of Katie laughing from the hallway. When he pulled away 
from Ruth, she was numb. She didn't feel the pain until later. Ruth got dressed and went 
back into the hallway. Ryan and Katie were smiling at them, at Ruth. 
* * * 
"Sleeping?" the man asks, trying to get Ruth to talk. 
She doesn't feel like talking. 
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"No," Ruth says, still holding her bag tightly against her stomach. 
"If! wanted to rob you, you wouldn't still be in here," he says and takes his 
sunglasses off. 
He's got big black eyes that look like they can see inside Ruth. She stuffs her bag 
between her feet, even though she doesn't really want to, and turns away from him. Outside 
the sky's bleeding pink, shooting over the tree tops in streams, like fireworks before they fade 
into the smoke. Albany five miles, the sign says. Ruth's never been this far. She lived in 
New York City once. She tries to remember the City. But her face hurts and her right side 
bums. She can see blood seeping through her shirt. Think of Albany, Ruth says to herself, 
of anything but the pain. She bites down on her finger, looking for Albany through the trees. 
"You all right?" he asks. 
"Can we stop somewhere?" 
He nods. 
Ruth watches as the skyscrapers shoot up like buildings in a pop-up book. Trees and 
then BANG, skyscrapers. 
"You don't get out much, huh," he says. "Where you from, I mean originally?" 
"Two streets down from where you picked me up." 
"Why you leaving?" 
"My mother," Ruth says, knowing that's only a half truth. 
"Oh," he says, looking inside her with those eyes again. "She sick?" 
"No, but she's from Oregon." 
"And what about you? Why are you leaving?" 
"No," Ruth says, "I already told you." 
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He's quiet then. Ruth's glad. Her mother was born in Oregon. She moved to 
Ashtown in Tin Country when she was little. She said Ruth's grandparents wanted to be near 
the city because there were more jobs. Ruth's mother showed her photos of Oregon once. 
Pictures of her when she was little. In one, she's sitting on a big flat rock next to a river, 
wearing purple overalls and white-blond pigtails. Then in front of an old white house with 
her two younger brothers Ruth never met. And a black and white of Ruth's grandmother, 
who died when Ruth's mother was sixteen. There was lots of space in the pictures. Ruth 
liked that. It looked clean and quiet. Ruth didn't like the small apartments in the Hole with 
all those people crammed inside like a water balloon ready to burst. She didn't like the lunch 
tickets, the food stamps, and the smell of old cigarette smoke in all the apartments. She 
didn't like the gray dirt in the air, on the sidewalks, in everyone's skin. Ruth wants to sit on 
the rock, where her mother sat, and look out into the big clean space. 
He pulls into a Burger King. They get out. Ruth listens as the doors slam behind 
them and the gravel crunches beneath their feet. She notices how big he is standing up. At 
least six feet. She's only 5'5, a little under a hundred pounds, and his size intimidates her. 
Inside, the place is almost empty. It makes Ruth feel funny, like slow motion. She 
walks quickly to the bathroom and locks herself in. 
*** 
"You all right in there?" Katie whispered through the bathroom door. 
"Negative," Ruth screamed, pushing the door into Katie's face. 
"Negative," she repeated. "Thank fuckin' God." 
After Nick, there was Bill. Ruth was fourteen, Bill was twenty-three. They met at a 
party in the blue house up the street. He was big with a shaved oval head. The rest was 
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blurry. Ruth was with Katie, smoking a blunt on the front porch. He walked past them with 
a new thirty pack. 
"Beer?" he said, stopping to rip the box open. 
Ruth was already drunk but she took one anyway. Katie passed. 
"He's cute, right?" Katie said, turning to watch him go into the house. 
Ruth leaned over the railing and puked in the bushes. 
"That's why I don't mix," Katie said. "Gives me the spins." She sat on the white 
plastic chair, taking long pulls off the blunt. 
Ruth went inside to get a glass of water and clean the puke out of her hair. The living 
room was empty. It smelled funky, like piss and stale beer. There were screams coming 
from the back of the house. Ruth stumbled into the kitchen. Ryan had a boy pinned to the 
glass doors. The party was watching. Ryan slammed the boy in the head with his elbow. 
The boy's head smashed against the glass, then his body flopped inward. He curled into a 
ball on the kitchen floor. 
"You don't wanna see this," Bill said, pulling on Ruth's hand. "You wanna come 
upstairs. " 
He took Ruth into an empty bedroom. There was a mattress on the floor in the 
comer. He pulled her towards it. Ruth ripped her hand out of his and grabbed the door knob. 
She felt his fingers dig into her shoulder, his hand spin her body around. The smell of sweat 
and beer made Ruth feel sick again. She pushed against his chest with both hands, as hard as 
she could, making his body sway back. But he was a big man and his feet didn't move. He 
hugged Ruth, bringing her into him, locking her arms inside of his, like a human straight 
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jacket. Then he licked the side of her face, her lips, breaking her mouth open with his 
tongue. His spit felt hot and slimy like his body. 
Ruth woke up early the next morning, alone on the dirty yellow mattress. Her sides 
ached into her stomach. She tried to stand but her legs wobbled. She leaned against the wall, 
searching for her clothes. Ruth's underwear were on the floor, next to a pile of empty beer 
cans. She bent down, pushing the pain into the center of her stomach. The pain was sharp, 
like someone had punched her in the gut. Ruth wrapped her arms over her belly and cried. 
* * * 
Ruth washes her hands, staring at the person in the mirror above the sink. The image 
in the mirror doesn't even look like Ruth. Ruth's lip is swollen but it stopped bleeding. She 
wets a paper towel and wipes the dirt and dried blood off. It stings. There are bruises and 
cuts around Ruth's eyes and down her cheeks. Ruth looks the way dead people in movies 
look. Dark sunken eyes, pale skin that's turning yellow, purple, and puffy. She remembers 
her mother looking like this. She remembers the car rides with Naomi and Peter to shelters. 
And the car rides back home again. Her mother telling them it would be different, he had 
changed. But it was never different. Every stepfather was the same. Ever time they came 
home it started over again. The fighting, the screaming, the bruises. Ruth remembers 
promising herself she would never let anyone beat her the way her stepfathers beat her 
mother. 
Ruth pulls her shirt up, so she can see her chest in the mirror. Her left side is scraped 
bare. It's bleeding still. A weird gooey blood that's more brown than red. Ruth takes her 
shirt off and washes her side with a new wet towel, biting down on her bottom lip. Then she 
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takes the rest of her clothes off and changes into the jeans and tee-shirt in her bag before 
going back out to the truck. 
He's already in there, waiting for Ruth. She opens the door and puts her bag on the 
floor in front of the passenger seat. The truck is high and hard to climb into. Ruth pushes 
against the hard black plastic seat and door handle so she can get her feet up. She falls into 
the seat and sits hunched over while the pain moves up her legs and sides. 
"Hungry?" he asks. He's eating a hamburger and listening to dance music but it's not 
in English. He takes a whopper out of the Burger King bag on his lap and hands it to Ruth. 
"No," she says, pushing his hand away. Ruth is hungry and she knows she doesn't 
have any money for food right now. Two hundred and forty seven dollars and fifty three 
cents in cash. That's it. But she doesn't want to take anything from him. 
"For later," he says, putting the whopper on the seat next to Ruth's leg. 
Ruth grabs the whopper and unwraps it. He smiles at her without opening his mouth, 
swallows the last bite of his hamburger, and turns the truck all the way on. He backs up 
slowly and they start driving again. The truck makes Ruth's feet and legs shake and her side 
feel like it's going to explode. She tries to push the seat back, so it won't hurt as much. But 
the seat doesn't go back. It stays upright, hard, and uncomfortable. Ruth sticks her legs out 
straight but that doesn't work. She sits up, Indian-style, with one hand holding the half 
finished whopper and the other holding her side in. Ruth knows he's laughing at her, even 
though he's not making any noise. He's grinning, pretending he doesn't notice Ruth wiggling 
in her seat like a kid that has to pee. 
On the highway, it's dark, a clean black dark that cools Ruth's eyes and washes over 
her skin. She finishes the whopper, crumples up the empty paper, throws it on the floor, 
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wipes her mouth with the back of her hand. The smell of Burger King is trapped inside with 
them. She opens the window more and then takes a pen out of her bag. 
"Do you have a map I can write on?" Ruth asks. 
"You can have the one in the console." 
Ruth takes the map in the console out and lays it across her lap. 
"Know where we are?" she asks, turning the overhead light on. 
"New York still," he says. "We'll be in Pennsylvania soon." 
Ruth circles Pennsylvania. She has a long way to go. She wonders if she'll miss Tin 
Country. The house on Paul Revere. The bedroom she once shared with her sister Naomi. 
The woods and pond and rock. Bronze Street. Even the Hole. But she knows there is 
nothing left for her in Tin Country anymore. Peter has been. gone for years. Ruth and Peter 
stopped talking along time ago anyway. She thinks he's still in Boston. When Ruth spoke to 
him on the phone a couple of years before, he said he finished college and would be going to 
medical school soon. He said he was engaged to the Harvard girl. The one he met right 
before their mother died. He told Ruth she would get an invitation in the mail. But she never 
did. Ruth assumed he was too embarrassed to have her at his upper class wedding. Peter 
didn't want his fiancee, her family, their friends to know about his past. Ruth tried calling 
Peter many times after that. But he never answered his phone and he never returned her 
calls. 
The wind whistles through the top of Ruth's window. It's warm and loud like the 
man's voice. Ruth stares at him. He's got short straight dark brown hair, almost black, that 
is neatly cut and gelled back away from his forehead. He leans against the window, cupping 
the wheel loosely with his right hand and tapping his foot to the beat beneath the music. 
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Ruth thinks he looks clean for a truck driver, like he should be working in an office instead. 
His face is smooth and hairless, with no signs of stubble. His clothes smell fresh, like 
laundry detergent, rather than cigarette smoke like all the men Ruth knows from the Hole. 
He's got dark jeans with creases down the middle of each leg, as ifhisjeans have been 
recently ironed. And his hands are even clean. His fingernails short, filed, and dirt-less. 
"What made you," Ruth says and then stops, now staring at his foot. 
"Pick you up," he says. "You looked like you needed a ride." 
"Yeah, I guess I did." 
"The ride gets monotonous after awhile." 
"Y ou been far?" 
"I've seen a lot." 
"How long?" Ruth slowly moves her eyes up his body to his face. 
"What, driving?" he says. "Two years now." 
Ruth likes his rhythm. It's different. His words fall offhis tongue, mixing with the 
tap of his foot and the tilt of his head. She looks back out the window. Next Service Area 27 
miles. 
* * * 
They drove forty-five minutes away from West Cord and parked in front of the 
clinic. They were early. Ruth popped the car lighter in, took a cigarette out of Tom's pack, 
and waited. Protesters stood in the lot with signs that said Murder Is Not a Choice and 
pictures of a baby curled inside the mother's stomach. 
"It's time," Tom said, opening his door. 
"I'll wait here," Katie said from the back seat. 
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Ruth put her cigarette out in an empty coke can and got out of the car. Katie climbed 
into the front seat and waved at them through the passenger window. Ruth walked behind 
Tom with her hand in his. The protesters yelled words that mixed together and held their 
signs up high as Ruth and Tom passed. Give life not death. You have a choice. Baby killer. 
Murderer. Pictures of babies were all around Ruth. Babies growing. Dead babies in bags 
and trashcans. Ruth tried to block the pictures out by concentrating on the back of Tom's 
head. She stared at Tom's bright red hair, watching the long curls bounce on his shoulders as 
he walked. But the images were already trapped in her head. She saw babies floating in 
Tom's hair, attached to the red curls that now resembled bloody umbilical cords. Ruth took a 
deep breath. You can do this, she whispered to herself. 
A man watched Ruth and Tom through the small window in the clinic's front door, 
opening it halfway so they could squeeze inside. The man had a dark uniform on and a gun 
over his shoulder. He followed them down a short hallway that led to another man standing 
at a desk behind a big plexi-glass window. He had the same dark uniform and gun as the 
man standing behind them. 
"Do you have an appointment?" the man behind the glass said through a small circle 
opening with metal bars across it. 
Tom nodded and they slid their IDs under the window. The man looked at the IDs, at 
Ruth and Tom, at the appointment book. He pushed the IDs back under the window and 
buzzed them into an empty room. Another man was waiting inside. Ruth and Tom emptied 
their pockets and bags onto a wooden table. The man searched through their stuff. When he 
was finished, he ran a metal detector over Tom's body and then Ruth's. 
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"Take your belongings," he said. He pushed a button that buzzed them into the 
lobby. 
At the front desk, a woman in a white uniform checked Ruth in and gave her a 
clipboard, forms, and a pen. 
"Take a seat," she said. "A counselor will be with you soon." 
Ruth and Tom sat on one of the blue couches across from a little girl, no older than 
ten or eleven. A woman in her thirties was sitting next to the girl, helping her fill out forms. 
Ruth looked down at her clipboard. There was a list of questions. Number of pregnancies? 
Number of children? Number of abortions? 
A young woman in a long green dress came into the lobby. She led Ruth and Tom 
into a small office with a round glass table and four black leather chairs. They sat around the 
table and looked at pamphlets on birth and abortion, discussing their choices. 
"We already decided," Ruth said. 
"If you'd like to go ahead with the procedure, you'll have to fill these out," she said, 
handing Ruth more forms. "There are three options," she continued, "we can give you 
nothing, we can give you valium for pain but you'll still be awake, or we can put you out 
completely." She smiled, using her pen to point out the price differences listed on the form 
in front of Ruth. 
"Knock me out," Ruth said. 
Tom waited in the lobby, while Ruth stripped in a small room next to a pink plastic 
bed with paper rolled over it and stirrups on the end. Ruth put the short white flowered gown 
on. It tied loosely in the back and covered nothing. She sat at the end of the bed and waited, 
trying to wrap the gown more tightly around her. Ruth thought of Tom. She wondered if 
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their baby would have looked like him or her. She imagined a baby Tom with fire red hair 
and big green eyes. Ruth always thought Tom looked like a leprechaun. She wondered if 
her baby would have looked like a leprechaun too. 
Finally the knock came. A doctor entered the room, followed by two nurses. One 
nurse had an IV. The other nurse had a big metal machine that she wheeled to the end of the 
bed where Ruth was sitting. 
"Lay down and put your feet in the stirrups," the doctor said. "Scoot down more." 
The nurse with the IV pricked Ruth's arm with a needle, trying to find her vein. Ruth 
stared at the cracked white ceiling, the paper sticking to her back and the metal cold against 
her feet. She wondered how the machine worked. She closed her eyes, imagining a little 
bloody baby being sucked out of her, vacuumed into the rubber tube attached to the machine. 
* * * 
"Coffee?" he says. 
Ruth rubs the crust out of her eyes and off the edges of her lips. It still hurts to touch 
her face. She sits up. The clock says 6:15 AM. He hands Ruth a large Styrofoam cup. She 
takes the plastic lid off and sips the coffee, letting the heat sizzle over her tongue. They're 
parked in front of a service area. Ruth gets out. Her back and sides ache. She stretches her 
arms out but that only makes it worse. Ruth stands still, letting the heat sink into her skin. 
It's flat outside, flat and humid. She watches the people pass her, surprised to see so many 
out this early. In the Hole, no one but garbage men and police are out before eight, unless 
they haven't gone to bed yet. The people here move slowly, still half asleep, keeping their 
heads straight and their eyes down. They have big white faces. Some of them look up at 
Ruth and smile but the smiles are strange. There's no warmth beneath them, just cool 
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indifference. She thinks about asking one of them for a cigarette but no one's smoking, and 
something about them creeps Ruth out, so she gets back in the truck. 
"Where are we?" Ruth asks. 
"Indiana," he says, "you slept through Ohio." 
"It's weird here." 
"Places are always strange the first time through," he says, pulling back onto the 
highway, "their newness makes them awkward." 
"Yeah, I guess." 
Ruth watches the fields become one gigantic strip that has no end - no trees, no 
water, just fields and sky. She's never seen a sky so perfect. It's all blue, every inch of it. 
"You from Iowa?" Ruth asks. 
"I've been living there for the last three years." 
"Is it like this?" 
"Pretty much." 
Ruth turns away from the window and looks at him, wondering how he could live 
here. With nothing but com. Ruth doesn't think he seems like the people in the service area 
parking lot. She doesn't even think he looks like them. Ruth thinks his smile is warm, 
genuine. And he has dark creamy off-white skin, like unstained wood. Underneath his big 
words and steady voice, Ruth notices he's got an accent. Not a big one. She can only hear it 
when she listens closely. She suddenly wants to touch his lips and face, feel his hair with her 
fingers. She wants to understand him. Ruth closes her eyes again. 
* * * 
"Shut-up. " 
"Shut her up." 
"Cover her mouth." 
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They forced Ruth down into the dirt, four or five of them. Ruth tried to count. She 
tried to remember their faces but everything made Ruth dizzy and sick, like before you faint 
from the sun. One of them kept yelling. He was louder than the rest. He shouted orders. 
Two tore Ruth's pants and underwear off, others held her down, and the loud one got on top. 
His hands pressed into Ruth's stomach as he wrestled with his zipper. Then he was inside of 
Ruth, pushing. She felt him ripping her, the warm, thick liquid coming out. His thighs beat 
against the insides of her legs, like two hammers pounding into her flesh. Ruth screamed but 
there was no sound, just air. He covered her mouth with his hand. Dug his nails into her 
cheek. Ruth heard his moan, long and deep. He was done. He pulled out and stood up. She 
thought it was over. Another took his place. Ruth tore at the dirt with her fingers, trying to 
get her hands free. They laughed and he grunted, while the tears covered Ruth's face and 
hair and she screamed into his hand. Then he was done and someone else was inside her. 
When they were finished, they dragged Ruth across the dirt, kicking. The dirt and 
rocks cut into her chest and stomach. Ruth felt them let go and the cold wash over her. She 
was in the water. The water covered her face like a hood. It filled her mouth but she 
couldn't swallow. Ruth gasped and gasped. 
"Is she dead?" 
"Pull her out of the water." 
"Just leave her." 
"She might be dead." 
"Just fuckin' leave her." 
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Ruth was alone in the mud and water. 
* * * 
Ruth opens her eyes. She's in the truck by herself. The truck's parked next to a small 
red car in a driveway of some sort. It's starting to get dark again. Ruth gets her bag from 
. under the seat, opens the door, and jumps down. She looks around. There's a big blue house 
and a dirt mound and that's about it. Nothing seems real. It's too empty. 
The front door to the house opens and a little girl with long black straight hair runs 
out. The man is behind her. 
"We were just coming out to get you," he says. 
"Hello," the girl says. She is standing in front of Ruth now. She is small with milky 
brown skin, mud stained jeans, and a big yellow tee-shirt. "What happened to your face?" 
"Rosa," he says in a big deep voice. 
"It's all right," Ruth smiles at Rosa. "Where are we?" 
"Ames, Iowa." He puts his hand on the top of Rosa's head. "This is my daughter. 
You're welcome to stay here tonight if you want. We have a pullout couch in the den and 
my mother's already made dinner. I can drive you to a bus station in the morning." 
Rosa grabs Ruth's hand and starts pulling her towards the house before she can 
answer. "Well, come on," she says. 
The man walks to the back of the truck and slides the door up. Ruth follows Rosa 
inside. Rosa brings Ruth into a big, open living room with a tan carpet, two tan couches, and 
a big television. The house smells good, like home cooked food. Rosa takes her sandals off 
and puts them on the mat next to the door. Ruth copies her, setting her bag down next to her 
sneakers. Then Rosa leads Ruth into the kitchen. 
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"Abuela," Rosa says to a big woman with very long straight black hair, like Rosa's. 
"She's staying." 
The woman is standing with her back to them, scooping something into a bowl on the 
counter next to the stove. She puts the spoon down and turns around. She's wearing a red 
robe and fluffy red slippers. 
"Entra, Entra, come in," the woman says in a heavy accent. "I'm Margarita." She 
hugs Ruth and kisses her on the cheek. "Go clean up, mama." Margarita takes Ruth by the 
hand and leads her through the living room, down a short hallway, and into the bathroom. 
She turns the light on and leaves, closing the door behind her. 
The bathroom is small and blue. Blue and white flowered wallpaper, a fuzzy dark 
blue bath mat and toilet cover, and a see through blue shower curtain with bright colored fish 
all over it. Ruth washes her hands in the sink and splashes water over her face, wondering 
what she's doing here. 
Then Ruth goes back into the living room. Rosa is sitting on one of the couches with 
her father. There are pictures of crayon houses, dogs, fields, and stick people spread across 
the glass coffee table in front of them. While he eats, Rosa points to things in the pictures. 
"Hungry?" Margarita asks, walking out of the kitchen with a bowl in one hand and a 
glass of ice-tea in the other. 
"Thanks," Ruth says. She takes the bowl and glass out of Margarita's hands. 
"Sit down. Eat," Margarita says to Ruth. "Quito come here," she says to her son. He 
picks up his bowl and empty glass and follows her into the kitchen. 
Ruth sits next to Rosa on the couch, placing the glass on the coffee table and the bowl 
on her lap. She watches as Rosa gathers her pictures and puts them in a pile under the table. 
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In her baggy tomboy clothes, Rosa reminds Ruth of her sister Naomi. She even has Naomi's 
dark hair and brown eyes and olive skin. Ruth remembers watching Naomi, in her big Red 
Sox tee-shirt and dirt stained jeans, climbing the trees in their backyard. Ruth wanted to 
climb with Naomi. But she was too little. Ruth looks down at her bowl. The bowl's filled 
with rice and beans and little pieces of fried chicken. She starts eating the chicken. 
"Aren't you eating?" Ruth asks Rosa. 
"I did already," she says. "Where you from?" 
"West Cord. Tin Country." Ruth hears the sink in the kitchen tum on and Quito 
talking to his mother in a low voice. 
"Where's that?" 
"Rosa, stop asking so many questions," Quito says, coming back into the living room. 
"Go get ready for bed." 
"Can I smoke a cigarette outside?" Ruth asks, after Rosa leaves, remembering the 
pack in her bag. 
He nods. 
Ruth takes her cigarettes and lighter out of her bag and opens the front door. He 
comes out with her and they sit on the front steps. The house and steps are covered with little 
beetles that look like lady bugs, just lighter red, some almost yellow. Ruth has never seen so 
many bugs in one place. They land on her head and arms, making a funny buzzing sound 
and tickling her skin. 
"Japanese beetles," he says. 
"I don't think we get these in West Cord." 
He laughs. 
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Ruth thinks he's got a nice laugh. It's deep like his voice and wanu like his smile. 
She's never met a man like him before. There's something good about him and it's not fake. 
He doesn't seem to want anything from her. 
Ruth brushes the beetles off her anus and lights a cigarette, staring at the com fields 
across the street. She wonders what it's like to live in a place like this. Ruth thinks it feels 
good to be in the middle of nowhere. It's big and open and inviting, like her mother's 
pictures. It starts to rain. Big fat drops. Ruth looks at the sky. It's a deep purple that's 
getting deeper and deeper. She smiles as she feels the coolness, feels the raindrops washing 
over her bare anus and face. 
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